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Relaxsan mattresses sell steadily, again

and again. That's because shrewd customers

know a good thing and will always return to the

quality and orthopedic comfort they trust. It's a

loyalty built up over many years and many sales - not

something that can be imitated by our competitors.

We introduced the process of vacuum-packing a quality

mattress in a roll to UK consumers back in 1998. Since then other

companies have tried to imitate us. But when you unroll one of our

mattresses, you are left with an original Relaxsan mattress. That's not

something you can say about anyone else's poor

imitation.

Mattress we sold in 1998 are still going

strong under their original warranties.

In times like these it’s comforting for our

loyal customers to know Relaxsan

mattresses really do last longer. www.relaxsan.com

Tel +44 (0) 208 209 0108 • Fax +44 (0) 208 209 0100 • Email sales@relaxsan.com

Lasts longer than an ordinary mattress
Distributed exclusively in the United Kingdom by 
General Traders Ltd, 69 Woodstock Road, London NW11 8QH

Made in Italy 

1998 - 2008

Relaxsan Original
After ten years of successful

sales the best firm mattress in

the world is still standing firm

The original is
still the best
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08 A GIANT FELLED
To go into administration once, Mr Favell, may be
regarded as a misfortune; to do it twice looks like
carelessness, to paraphrase Wilde. Two months after
heading a mbo, after having put the chain into
administration, MFI’s chief executive has had to do it
again. And this time is likely to be the last time.

Not paying rent for a quarter seems to have been a
vital part of his business plan. The problem was that not
all the landlords agreed. Given that one of them was
Galiform, MFI’s ex-parent, it wasn’t too much of a
surprise that a deal couldn’t be reached. If I asked my
landlord for a bit of free accommodation I know what
the answer would be. If the freehold owners had
agreed, every retailer in the land would have asked for 
a similar holiday.

A purchase of the remains of MFI is unlikely (unless
there is a deal to buy the rent-free stores, but surely that
would be a deal too far). After all, what brand value has
it left? In contrast, Woolworth’s long anticipated failure
has brought an almost emotional response. But times
change, and it didn’t keep up. What Woolworth’s was
loved for is now done far better by Wilkinsons.

This month we report on profit warnings and job
losses at UK carpet manufacturers. If this hadn’t
happened I’d be worried. Short-term pain should mean
long-term survival. 

A year ago in this column I wrote Welcome to
Interiors Monthly. That feels like it was last week, and 
at the same time a long time ago. What a year it has
been. Huge thanks to all of you. Based on your
feedback, you are really enjoying the magazine. 
Thank you to all of you who have advertised,
contributed and given me the benefit of your
knowledge. Without you I couldn’t have done it. 

A merry Christmas and a very prosperous Boxing Day
or earlier (as I suspect many of you will start early) sale.
Roll on 2009.
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A Shop full of customers,
the till ringing and actually
better than expected
margins...

Claire Sullivan,
Pounce Furnishers, Gravesend
3 February 2008
”

“

U N C O M P R O M I S I N G I N T E G R I T Y. U N PA R A L L E L E D R E S U LT S .

Copyright 2008 Lynch Brothers Licensing Corporation

CONTACT GARETH PRICE
1 STANLEY ROAD, EMSWORTH, HAMPSHIRE PO10 7BD

TEL: (0) 1243 378369 
WWW.LYNCHSALES.CO.UK

The Lynch Sales Company is the original sales 
promotion company, the one that many of the
nation’s finest retailers choose to hold their Sales.

Why? Because we’re been delivering real results,
with honesty and integrity for more than 94 years.  
After all those years, we still find it the best way to
gain and keep clients.

Our clients understand the difference between profit
and turnover, that is why when Adrian Pounce and
Claire Sullivan sold their store they hired the Lynch
Sales Company to organise their Relocation Sale for
them. We delivered these impressive results:

when you 
deliver unparalleled results. 
And uncompromising integrity.

There’s no 
need to tell tales 
to get clients

• £300,000 new business generated                   

• 31% of annual turnover acheived

• Marketing Costs under 4%

To find out how Lynch Sales Company can help
you, simply contact us and we will send you real
results and testimonials from respected retailers 
you can contact to verify the results.

Doesn’t your store deserve the experience, integrity 
and results of a Lynch Sales Company sale? 

LYNCH
Sales Company

Established 1914
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Favell has had to put MFI into administration twice
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The recession has claimed
furniture’s largest scalp for the
second time in two months
after MFI was again put into
administration.

MFI had asked landlords for
a three month rent-free
period, but not all agreed –
including former parent and
Howden owner Galiform –
leaving it unable to pay. The
26 stores owned by Galiform
were due to be closed
immediately as Interiors
Monthly went to press. There
will be closing down sales at
the remaining stores.

‘The administration follows
the continuing pressure on
the home market, which has

accelerated in recent weeks
with sales levels falling further
behind prior year levels. The
company has suffered from
severe cashflow pressure as a
result of credit insurance
being withdrawn across the

sector and the general market
deterioration, which has led
to the failure of certain key
suppliers,’ says a statement
from MFI.

It added that ‘a substantial
sum’ was being held by its

credit card merchant services
provider to pay refunds.
Customer orders would be
fulfilled or refunded and the
1,000 staff have been paid.
Administrator MCR says it had
yet to decide on its strategy.

Gary Favell, MFI chief
executive headed a MBO in
September after putting the
group into administration, but
only bought 106 stores. 
� Edinburgh Woollen Mill
bought 77 Rosebys stores,
including 24 concessions, and
its stock from administrator,
KPMG. The branches
employed 495 staff. Since the
chain’s failure, 201 branches,
with 1,256 staff, have closed.
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Harveys and Reid Furniture
are set to be combined, with
Alan Marnie, Reid md heading
the group.

Reid has confirmed that it is
negotiations with Steinhoff
International, Harvey’s parent.
‘Reid Furniture looks set to
become an integral part of a
UK upholstery division,
created by Steinhoff, to
harness both the Harveys and
Reid brands. This will create
one of the largest furniture
retailers in the sector,’ says a
company statement.

Steinhoff also owns Bensons
Beds, Bed Shed, Sleepmaster,
Cargo and Reylon in the UK.

Reid was founded in

News

Reid will join Harveys under the Steinhoff umbrella 

Marnie poised for top upholstery role

Balta Broadloom - Wakkensteenweg 2 - B-8710 Sint-Baafs-Vijve

T +32 (0)56 62 22 11  -  F +32 (0)56 62 23 55  -  broadloom@baltagroup.com  -  www.baltagroup.com

17-20/01/2009 IN HANOVER
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Glasgow in 1970 and has 33
stores across Scotland,
Northern Ireland, Republic of
Ireland and northern England.

Marnie headed a MBO of
the chain in March 2006. This
saw the involvement of Poco

International Holdings, which
owns all 170,121 class A
shares in Reid. Marnie has the
largest management stake,
owning 30,000 of the
104,959 class B shares.

Poco is headed by Peter

Pohlmann, a German retail
investor. Among its
investments is Poco-
Einrichtungsmarkt, a 23-store
chain in Germany. Pohlmann
and another family member,
Niko Pohlmann, are Reid
directors. Fellow Reid director
James Moore is a former
director of Steinhoff and md
of Poco International. 

Poco previously owned
20% of South Africa’s second
largest furniture retailer
Ellerine, and it is understood
that Steinhoff founder Bruno
Steinhoff and non-executive
director Claas Daun
introduced him to South
African retailing. 
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News

Ulster Carpets is to be the only
supplier to have its products
branded in Harrods’ carpet
department when an Ulster
Studio opens on 11
December.

The department store has
expanded the department to
accommodate the studio. As
well as carpet displays and
POS, consumers will be able
to use the firm’s View in
Room software to see the
carpet in various roomsettings.

Another boost for the
company is that it is the first
textile manufacturer in the
country to achieve the Carbon
Trust Standard after reducing
its carbon footprint by 44%
through heat recovery plants,
upgrading its lighting systems
and developing energy
efficient in-house weaving
equipment.

Launched in July, the
standard requires companies
to reduce their carbon output,
rather than offset it.

‘For many years, we have
made a serious business
commitment to measure and
reduce our carbon emissions.
This has allowed us to achieve
greater energy efficiency while
saving money and we will
continue to investigate ways
which will further enhance
our carbon reduction
programme,’ says George

Ussher, technical services and
environmental manager.

While the company stresses
that it will continue to invest
in equipment and skills – two
wilton looms are planned for
early 2009 – economic
conditions mean it is to shed
up to 35 jobs. The company
employs 400 people in
Portadown.

Nick Coburn, Ulster md says
that the proposed job cuts
came after all other options
had been exhausted and he
hoped to avoid compulsory
redundancies. 

Financial turmoil has taken 
a heavy toll on consumers
meaning that production
levels will be cut for the
foreseeable future.

Harrods and carbon boost 
for Ulster as job losses loom

Kettle sees the value of rebranding

George Ussher and Gail McKee, environmental officer (centre) accept the

Carbon Trust Standard award from Harry Morrison, Carbon Trust Standard

company manager and Patrick Waterfield of Waterfield Constancy

Kettle Containers is to rebrand
as Kettle Interiors and offer
new delivery options. 

To bring a more cost
conscious approach to its
ranges 12 bedroom, dining
and living room ranges will be

added to its Lifestyle
Collection. 

Delivery options with an
average order value of
£4,000, £8,000 or £18,000
allow retailers to mix any
items from any range in both

collections. At least 25% of
the total order value must be
from the Lifestyle Collection to
‘encourage retailers to exploit
these value driven ranges,’
says Simon Ainge, general
manager.

Victoria Carpets has warned
that full-year profits will be
‘significantly’ below the
previous £3.5m.

UK sales ‘declined markedly’
in August and September,
leaving sales for the six
months to the end of
September flat at £12.44m.
But the company says: ‘This,
however, compares favourably
with many of the group’s UK
competitors.’ UK pre-tax
profits fell from £135,000 to
£57,000.

Sales in the Republic of
Ireland rose 11.5% to €3.84m
with pre-tax profits 11.2%
higher at €163,000.

‘With the UK and Ireland
both having entered into
recession, the housing market
likely to weaken still further
and unemployment to rise, it
may be at least 18 months
before we see a return to
more normal trading
conditions,’ says Alexander
Anton, Victoria chairman.

He reveals that towards the
end of the first half-year its
Australian operation saw a
hardening in its markets and
within the last month a
significant slowdown in the
Australian economy. 

‘Given the high degree of
uncertainty that now exists in
all our markets, and coupled
with the likelihood that they
may yet deteriorate still
further, the board anticipates
that the results for the full
year are likely to be
significantly down on those
achieved last year,’ he says.

Anton maintains that the
company has a solid business
model ‘to see out the
downturn and to build upon
once confidence returns to
the markets and the global
economies’.

Victoria
warning
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Peter Ling, Land of Leather
retail director has left the
leather and soft cover
upholstery chain.

A LoL statement says Ling:
‘has resigned from the
company with immediate
effect and his responsibilities
will be assumed by the
marketing manager and the
company’s creative marketing
agency. The company has
previously announced its
intention to significantly
reduce its advertising
expenditure and the current
levels of activity do not

support the continuing
position of marketing director
on the main board.’

In the past financial year the
chain has cut its advertising
spend from £21m to £9m. 

Ling joined LoL in 1998 to
jointly run the Land of Leather
Southern region. He began his
career in furniture retailing in
1978 and joined Paul Briant,
former LoL chief executive at
Alan’s Furniture in 1979. He
left to become a director of a
property development
company in 1987, but
returned to furniture retail

when he rejoined Briant at
Kingsway. When Briant left
Kingsway to launch LoL Ling
was offered a position. He
was promoted to the board in
2000 as marketing director
and moved to retail director in
July 2004. 

Briant retired from the chain
in August, becoming a buying
consultant for it. In July the
company secured shareholder
support to raise £15m of
refinancing (before expenses),
without which it had warned
it would have been unlikely to
survive.

News

Furniture Factory and J Burdekin carry
on as the search for buyers continues

Ling leaves as LoL cuts back

Furniture Factory is a major supplier to Argos 

10 Interiors Monthly  December 2008

Major Argos flatpack furniture
supplier Furniture Factory and
rattan furniture importer 
J Burdekin were continuing to
trade after going into
administration as Interiors
Monthly went to press.  

Furniture Factory and sister
online retailer Space2 are
trading while KPMG tries to
find a buyer. Initially staff were
sent home but production
was later resumed after KPMG
received interest from several
would-be buyers.

The business had sales of
£57m in 2007 and Argos 
sold an estimated £80m 
worth of its products. The
group employed 300 staff,
including 30 at its head 
office and distribution centre
in Glastonbury, where its
management team is still 
in place. 

It has manufacturing
facilities in Thornaby on Tees,
Cleveland which had 130
employees; Redruth, Cornwall

(120 staff) and Westbury,
Wiltshire (20 employees) as
well as several warehouses
across the country. Some 21
staff have been made
redundant since going into
administration.

David Crawshaw, joint
administrator says: ‘The
company has encountered
trading difficulties and
although the directors have
tried to restructure the
business to drive out costs,

unfortunately they could not
effect the change quickly
enough in the current climate
to save the business. We are
now reviewing the options
and are seeking a buyer for
the business as a going
concern.’

At J Burdekin, administrator
Begbies Traynor is hoping to
sell the 138 year-old firm as a
going concern after the state
of the economy and the
weakness of the pound were

blamed for its failure. It
imports furniture and
assembles them with UK
made cushions and has sales
of £2m. It also sells direct at
its Ossett, West Yorkshire
showroom.

‘The business will continue
trading as usual for the time
being, and there are no
immediate redundancies
planned for any of the 13 staff
at this time,’ says David
Wilson, joint administrator. 

‘Those retail customers with
outstanding orders will be
given priority. We are in
negotiations with key
suppliers to ensure any
additional products required
for customer orders are
supplied, and therefore see no
reason why customers should
not have their orders fulfilled.
We are actively seeking a sale
of the business as a going
concern. We have already
fielded a number of enquiries,’
says Wilson.

Roy Fisher, Lano Carpets
agent, died from a sudden
illness last month. He was 58.

Fisher joined Lano in 1978.
As sales agent for Kent and
Sussex he was a highly
regarded member of the team,
says Francis Debrabandere,
Lano UK sales manager.

‘Roy was both mentor and
friend who would always be
willing to lend help, both
professionally and privately,
and I will miss his
irreplaceable companionship.
Our thoughts are with his
wife Penny and two children,
Danny and Caroline.’

Roy Fisher
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News

Headlam plans to close two
regional distribution centres
but has forecast it should
meet its trading objectives.

It proposes transferring the
Keynsham, Bristol warehouse
and logistics operations of
Bailey Carpets to its Thatcham
base. Solemere’s Bishop
Auckland operations would be
moved to Gildersome, Leeds.
Warehousing at Garrard
Waters in Northampton has
been relocated to its Coleshill
distribution centre after a fire
in September, but a service
centre remains in the town. 

If the proposals go ahead,
Headlam will be left with 19
UK distribution centres.

Meanwhile the group
warned that UK like for like
sales fell 4.5% in the third
quarter. ‘From 1 October to
19 November, like for like
[sales fell] by 7.9% Despite
this recent contraction in
group revenues, market
indicators suggest the group
is outperforming the
floorcovering market and
increasing market share.’

As long as the fall does not
increase, the group said it was
confident that 2008 results
would ‘be broadly in line with
revised trading objectives.’

Plans for new London
show in 2009 shelved

12 Interiors Monthly  December 2008

February 2009

Anglo French
cooperation

at its best

Plans to hold a major furniture
trade exhibition in London
have been called off.

The London Furniture Show
had been scheduled to take
place at the Excel exhibition
centre from 19-21 May.
Organised by Insight
Exhibitions, the event was
aimed at middle to upper
market exhibitors delivering
product launches to retailers
in the autumn. 

David Wilkins, Insight md
says: ‘Further to discussions
with its key exhibitors, Insight
has decided to postpone the
launch of [the] London
Furniture Show. As everyone

in the industry is aware, the
current economic downturn is
having a major effect on
furniture manufacturers and
retailers. Insight is very much
aware of the difficulties its
committed and potential
exhibitors are currently facing
and in the light of this the
decision has been made to
reschedule the show in 2010.’

He says the impact of the
economy on the furniture
sector has been painfully
obvious. 

‘Whilst they and I are
convinced that a new
London-centric, furniture
show is very much needed, its

timing is vitally important. It is
just plain common sense for
us to rethink when best to
launch a new show. With the
full support of those
manufacturers that have
already signed up, this will
now be May 2010.’

Two previous attempts to
establish a London mass-
market trade furniture show
failed. UBM Live’s [then CMPi]
relocation of the Summer
Furniture Show to Earl’s Court
was short-lived and the
previously named London
Furniture Show –  not
connected with Insight – not
returning for a second year. 

Smaller footprint:

Sasha Beaumont,

Texfelt director, James

Taylor, md and

Richard Southwell,

sales manager

celebrate cutting the

underlay firm’s

carbon footprint by

30tonnes after advice

from the

Manufacturing

Advisory Service. Its

Envirolay range gives

information on its

carbon footprint.

Headlam 
reorganises
distribution
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Furniture profile

VILLA & HUT
GREEN ECONOMY
Environmentally friendly furniture often comes with an 
expensive price tag – something one retailer has avoided

Cast your mind back to the tail-end of
2007 when recession was what
happened elsewhere. It was a time when
being green was still high on consumers’
agendas and shoppers were prepared to
pay that bit more for environmentally
friendly products, be it Fairtrade bananas
or sustainable furniture.

That time may seem like a far off place,
to paraphrase LP Hartley, but while more
everyday matters such as paying bills has
restored its place at the top of
consumers’ concerns, there is still a
demand for green products.

Often the problem with green
initiatives is that consumers can be quick

Villa & Hut provides cost-effective products for shoppers who want to buy green

to rein in such aspirations when money is
tight. But for one retailer combining
sustainability with affordability has been
at its core since its beginning.

Villa & Hut was founded in Melbourne,
Australia in 1999 after co-founders Franz
Madlener and Nigel and Jackie Ames met
in Indonesia. ‘Over the years in my
previous life as retail manager-come-
troubleshooter with [shopping centre
group] Westfield, I examined many
businesses to get them back on their feet.
But I wanted to get back into my own
business, to focus on sustainability and
fair trade, do something with a strong
eco focus. The opportunity didn’t arise

until I was on that trip to Indonesia,’ says
Madlener.

The Melbourne store was quickly
followed by its first UK store in Brighton.
Guy Meredith runs the UK operation,
with Ames, who lives in Indonesia,
handling product sourcing.

Operations have now expanded to
nine branches in Australia, along with
franchises in Philadelphia, US, Bali and
Cork, Ireland, as well as the first UK
franchise in Godalming, Surrey.

The company specialises in sourcing
sustainable furniture and homewares
made in workshops across South East
Asia. All products carry information 
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Furniture profile

The store is small but displays (top) are effective

V&H, which buys the secondhand timber
for local craftspeople to build furniture. 

‘We don’t beat down their price, we
are happy to pay for their skills. Our
approach ensures there’s never any illegal
logging, which some indulge in to avoid
the tax that would otherwise double
production costs, but is put back into
reforest management.’ 

According to Meredith, V&H’s solid,
rustic designs are ‘the cheapest
hardwood in the UK,’ and half the price
of larger rivals such as Lombok. About a
quarter of shoppers to the city centre
store and out-of-town warehouse unit
ask specifically about the environment
first, he says. ‘Where being green usually
carries a premium, it costs less with us.’

This is helped by keeping the Brighton
store small, and selling from the
warehouse. ‘We’re a bit rough round the
edges,’ he tells some customers at the
warehouse, making a point of the
Australian background. His comments are
self-deprecating, as although it is hard to
hide that it is a warehouse unit, it is
scrupulously clean while the product
displays are simple and effective. The
customers didn’t mind and it allows them
to see the full range of products, which is
important when every piece is slightly
different. 

And the emphasis seems to be
working, with 2008 sales consistently
higher than last year – even in recent
months.

He says the company is looking to
build on the success of the 

about where they were made.
‘Our move to address community

needs for sustainable employment in
Indonesia dovetails nicely with western
consumers’ desires for unique pieces with
character and heritage. That’s why I
describe our stores as: As close as you
can get to a tropical island without
hopping on a plane.

‘We pride ourselves in dealing directly
with the craftspeople to ensure fair trade,
fair prices and first rate quality, and for
our ability to pinpoint the genesis of
every homeware item sold.’ 

He admits that the ‘fair trade’ label has
its detractors, because many lay claim to
the tag from the point when goods hit
the warehouse. This is not the case with
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TAKE 30% OF ANNUAL 

SALES IN 17 DAYS

DON’T HIRE A SALES SPECIALIST  

UNTIL YOU HAVE SPOKEN TO GREENWOOD… 

Greenwood Retail’s professionally planned sales events continue to produce record breaking 

results for retailers all over the British Isles – even in this current dreadful economic climate.

The benefits of holding a ‘Greenwood Sale’ are many.  First, your sales event will be a hugely 

profitable financial success in itself.  Plus, you’ll generate instant cash flow, clear out any

excess or redundant stock, and the longer term benefits include increased market share and an 

enhanced reputation due to the positive publicity created by the event.

 Also, staff morale is enhanced by the excitement – the team love to see the business doing so well.

Discover the full sales potential of your business. Find out more about Greenwood Sales, why not 

take look at our online brochure at www.greenwoodretail.com or call Bernard Eaton or Perry 

Montgomery now on 01625 521010, or send an e mail enquiry and we’ll explain the possibilities 

and options we can offer you without obligation.

BOOKING NOW FOR 2009 

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion 

1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG 

sales@greenwoodretail.com   www.greenwoodretail.com

“Once again your team did a brilliant job 

with sales of 30% of our last year’s turnover 

in 17 days! All objectives achieved!” 
Michael Vasey, M.D. Vaseys of Carlisle, referring to their second successful 

Greenwood Sale, held in their 50,000 sq ft super store, in October 2008 
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Villa & Hut buys the timber for local craftspeople to make the products it sells 

Suddenly out of the research
laboratories comes an amazing new
product. It is available in unimaginable
quantities. The supply renews itself...
and if not abused, it has an ever-
ending supply, and it is strongly
competitive in cost. 

It doesn’t shatter, and its resilience
allows it to absorb shock that would
rupture or break most other materials.
It has natural insulating qualities and it
can be produced in large sizes and/or
laminated for sheer strength. It stands
up ruggedly almost indefinitely. 

It has aesthetic qualities of a range
in both nature and character that will
not be copied by man-made
synthetics, because man can only
produce the stereotype. It is the ideal
surface for painting, staining, oiling,
tanning, charring and sanding. It
works into all nature of articles (from
usefully rugged to beautifully delicate)
with the simplest of tools. It possesses
a tremendous strength-to-weight
ratio. It laminates well, with good
adhesive qualities, and it engages the
thread of a screw or grips a dowel pin

or nail forced into it. Left in its natural
state, it provides rest and refuge,
protection, and even fuel, if need be. 

The small parts of which it is
constituted may be taken apart and
put back together again in other
forms, such as paper and pulp.
Wouldn’t this be the most remarkable
discovery?

Our most fabulous natural resource
is often taken for granted. Without
trees (wood), life as we know it would
not be possible.
Source: Villa & Hut newsletter

Godalming franchise, with a couple more
in the pipeline and scope for outlets
across the country. He tells of a customer
who last month drove from Birmingham
to Brighton to see the furniture before
taking it home, but the majority of
customers live in the South East.

Opening more company outlets is
unlikely in the short-term but Meredith is
confident the city could support three
more stores without cannibalising sales.

The past few months have seen
increasing popularity of a lighter natural
mahogany V&H introduced. ‘People are
always asking for lighter finishes but they
don’t want pine and [solid] oak is too
expensive.’

Although he may know where most of
his customers live – marketing is centred
around local property and lifestyle
magazines and its website – he has yet to
determine a typical shopper. They range
across most age groups and incomes.
‘They could live in a £1m mansion but
still like a good deal,’ he says.

While the annual pre-Christmas ‘dining
table rush has begun’, sales of its other
staple products – basket storage units,
bedside cabinets, wardrobes and
bookcases are encouragingly good.

Meredith has six months of stock in
storage, all paid for, and is confident V&H
will cope with the downturn. Customers
know about the company, he says, and it
can compete on price while offering
something a little out of the ordinary
while tapping into shoppers for whom
the green message is still important.

Can you guess what it is yet?
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Bentinck House, Park Lane Business Park, Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts NG17 9LE
Tel: (01623) 727374    Fax: (01623) 754555    e-mail: sales@julian-bowen.co.uk    www.julian-bowen.co.uk

Julian Bowen Limited

To supplement the well-known Cameo Bedroom range of bedroom furniture, the
Cameo Sleepstation has been designed to be an all purpose sleep area for
youngsters, incorporating a desk, cupboards, shelves and even a short wardrobe.
Finish is in stone white lacquer and the Cameo Sleepstation is already in stock for
a quick delivery. DON'T FORGET THAT WE DO NOT OPERATE A MINIMUM
ORDER RESTRICTION. Any order, however small, is gratefully received and
delivered free of charge in the UK mainland & Southern Ireland. Don’t forget to
visit us at the NEC Hall 3 stand C 80.
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Flooring profile

PETER DAVEY
NATURAL WINNER
A decision made 25 years ago has proved
to be the right one for one retailer

When he started in the flooring industry
in 1983, Peter Davey made a decision
that has stood him in good stead ever
since. Rather than take on every other
carpet retailer around Brighton, he
decided to focus on a specific product
category.

His decision was simple, he says. Less
competition. A quarter of a century ago
Davey saw that few other retailers were
selling natural flooring and therefore this
was the market for him. Now he is the
longest established retailer in the eclectic
mix that is Sydney Street in the centre of
the city and has firmly established a

The store is the oldest in the street

reputation as the place to go to for
natural flooring in the area.

Natural flooring accounts for three-
quarters of the company’s sales, ensuring
that it lives up to the sign above the
door: Natural Flooring Centre Peter
Davey & Son.

And his reasoning for focusing on
natural flooring is still as valid today as it
was in 1983.

‘We need to compete with the
multiples and everybody in so called
normal carpet expects free fitting and 
free underlay which doesn’t exist.
Nothing is free in life is it? My fitters 

don’t work for nothing. I don’t work for
nothing. Fitting is included with some of
the prices, but not for nothing. It doesn’t
say free anywhere in this shop. We
charge for fitting of natural flooring
because of the complexity. The glue, 
the extra fitting system involved, you
have to use a proper underlay, you have
to take it on site and allow it to
acclimatise,’ he explains.

A large proportion of the city’s
residents seem to agree with him. 

‘It’s not always the people with money,
the people you didn’t expect – the
younger generation – love the look of it.
Sometimes it’s a job to convince the 
man in the house to have it, as he 
wants luxury. When he gets out of bed
he wants the soft wool in between his
toes. The women like it, although it is
hard to clean.’

With a laugh he says he tells parents: ‘If
you have a young kid, they’ll soon get
up and start walking with this on the
floor – which they do.’

Brighton’s large gay population has
also taken natural flooring onboard.
‘They go for it a lot, the Pink Pound is
worth a lot. They are good customers,
they have money and are good to deal
with – they know what they want. Give
them service and give them a price and
they are happy.’

Davey doesn’t have a typical customer,
and has abandoned the concept. I’ve
learned over the years not to judge
customers when they come though the
door as nine times out of 10 you are
wrong, he says. ‘If someone says they
want a certain carpet for a certain area, I
think what would I want and that’s what
I sell them. Not the cheapest thing.’

But it was not always thus. When he
started he presumed customers wanted
the cheapest. ‘As I was green, I’d say
“This is £1.99, you don’t want the 
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Salone Internazionale del Mobile
Euroluce, International Lighting Exhibition
International Furnishing Accessories Exhibition
SaloneSatellite

Milan Fairgrounds, Rho, 22/27.04.09

The
Event.

Cosmit spa
Foro Buonaparte 65
20121 Milan, Italy

+39 02725941
+39 0289011563 fax

www.cosmit.it
e-mail info@cosmit.it
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All of these UK based manufacturers support The Carpet Foundation and the 1000 independent 

retailers in the Registered Specialist network: Abingdon, Axminster, Brintons, Causeway, Cavalier, 

Pownall, Ryalux, Ulster, Victoria, Westex, Woodward Grosvenor.

Associate Members: Ball & Young, Bissell, British Wool Marketing Board, Wools of New Zealand.
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We’re sending  
out a clear 
message to your  
customers.
It’s the O.F.T. 
advantage.
Only our 1000 Registered Specialist
retailers nationwide have a Consumer
Code of Practice approved by the Office 
of Fair Trading

Only our retailers can use the OFT 
approved code logo in store, on
estimates, on invoices and in their 
advertising to stand out from the crowd.

Consumers like that reassurance.  In an
independent survey of 2410 magazine
readers, 86% agreed that a retailer
having their selling practices approved by 
the OFT was a good thing.

Looking for a point of differentiation in a 
difficult market?  There has never been a 
better time to be a Registered Specialist
retailer.

Call us on 01562 755 568 or email  
info@carpetfoundation.com.
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People would walk in there and say they
wanted sisal flooring, only to be told
“You don’t want that, it’s horrible stuff.
It’s hard to clean and you can’t fit it on
stairs.” They’d walk along to me and I’d
say they could have it. They were all
negative and I’m positive – it’s a good
selling point.’

Sales are unpredictable, Davey says,
with the popularity of products changing.
‘At the moment we’re doing a lot of small
bouclé sisal. Other times we do a lot of
seagrass, then it’s coir.’

Outside of natural flooring, stripes are
the big story in carpet: ‘We get more and
more enquires about stripes.’

And Davey has also seen a rise in
demand for non-beige carpets. As well as

brighter shades, grey is a winner for the
store. ‘Grey is always a popular colour.
There was a time when you couldn’t get
a grey, but all the good twist carpets
have put in a couple of greys. There was
a time when everybody wanted white,
thankfully we talked them out of that.
But they still want it on vinyl as they have
seen it in a magazine.’

Despite the longevity of the company,
Davey is not a member of a buying
group. ‘I’ve never been approached and
I’ve never approached them. I’m not sure
why,’ he says. Davey is a man who
enjoys running the company as he sees
fit. For example, if it is a wet Saturday
afternoon with few shoppers about, he
will check the bus timetable and close at

£5”. But they did.’ Now Davey sells
velvets at £63 per sqm. ‘I never thought
I’d sell carpet for that but I do. People
think it’s lovely and it is natural, as it’s
wool. Coir is made from coconut,
seagrass is made from grass in the sea,
and wool is another natural product.’

The store has an ad hoc policy on
marketing. Full or half page
advertisements in the local newspapers
and property magazines are the rule, but
the timing depends on Davey’s thoughts,
and a good deal. ‘The other week I had
so many people walk in the shop saying
“I want this in the advert”.’

As to prove the word of mouth rule, he
adds: ‘My best advertising used to be a
nearby store which isn’t there now.
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Peter Davey says there is no such thing as a typical customer 
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‘I think what would I want
and that’s what I sell them.

Not the cheapest thing’

Flooring profile

Shoppers are willing to trade up

Davey has a positive attitude to sales

half-past three. Shoppers can ring the
store’s 0800 number, which is quickly
responded to.

So what of the company’s future?
Davey is 62, but retirement doesn’t
appeal. His son is considering emigrating
to Australia as a fitter, so Davey is
contemplating employing the store’s first
non-family retail only member of staff,
which would allow him to carry on his
mixture of selling and measuring.

As much as he protests about the
timing of corporation tax, customers
returning months after placing an order
without paperwork and worrying, the
odds are he’ll be selling sisal and seagrass
for many years yet. Perhaps it will be 30
years on Sydney Street?
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1 Presented at Eurocucina 2008 in elm,
Snaidero has launched a version of its
Kube kitchen with a gloss ice-white
lacquer finish. Kube is a kitchen that
conveys an overall idea of elegance and
sturdiness that is not ostentatious,
providing a home that will not let itself
be dominated by the designer, but that
respects those who live in it, their
know-how, and their guests. Tel: 00 39
04 3206 3111.

2 Retailers looking to respond to the
demand for luxurious carpet should
look no further than Ultimo, the high-
end brand of Lano Carpets. Featuring
the finest velvets through to patterned
woven axminsters, Ultimo provides
scope to fulfil even the most precise of
consumer expectations, including Pure
Indulgence (pictured). Tel: 00 800 5266
5266.

3 Designed for retail displays, the latest
Glassmaster Display collection from
Hillaldam Coburn offers a modular
solution with a range of cabinet sizes
and glass thicknesses. Three standard
kit sizes are available, all with two
panels in an opening 1,500mm,
2,000mm or 3,000mm wide. It has anti-
tamper features. Tel: 020 8545 6680.

4 Karndean has added to its Art Select
range with Tudor Brick, a distinctive red
brick and wood design. With its original
rustic maturity, its natural character lets
the consumer create this classic look

with none of the practical drawbacks
associated with natural brick flooring.
Tudor Brick is for customers looking to
make a real statement with their choice
of flooring. Tel: 01386 820 200.

5 Intricately inlaid luxury vinyl tiles from
the Polyflor Expona art and design
collection have been installed in the
Toys for Boys department at the
Hamleys store in London. Using a
dramatic combination of Black Slate and
Urban Tierra colourways, the flooring is
brought to life through the intricate
script decoration in the base floor. 
Tel: 0161 767 1111.

New products

3

4

1
2

5
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6 Looking at a Dinesen floor, one of the
first things you notice is that it seems to
go on forever without any cuts. One
long continuous surface, which makes
any room look larger and more elegant.
The reason is simple – there are no cuts.
Tel: 00 45 7455 2140.

7 REH Kennedy’s Campaign style desk
chair is shown in natural oak and is
traditionally upholstered with hand-
coloured full russet hide. It has a tllt and
swivel mechanism as well as gas lift for
practicality while maintaining a
traditional look. Tel: 01473 240 444.

8 Chichi Cavalcanti’s focus on bold

colours has become her visual
trademark, turning her bespoke rugs
and wall hangings into immediately
recognisable, timeless pieces. Inspired by
the decorative colours of the early 20th
century, Cavalcanti’s latest designs
combine viridian blues, soft emerald
greens and corals. Tel: 020 7168 5713.

9 Matthew Hilton’s Manta chair,
distributed by De La Espada, is a
stackable dining chair with a sculptural
unification between the back and
armrest. The innovative use of a multi-
directional curved plywood moulding
for the combined back and arm rest 
give the chair a strong sculptural

element distinguishing it from the many
plywood chairs in the market. 
Tel: 020 7096 1154.

10 Atelier Areti’s pendant range
Kirchschlag was developed as a light
that is both decorative and highly
functional, a combination that is rare as
most lights fall into one of these
categories. Kirchschlag was made in
close relationship with highly skilled
glass blowers and engravers in 
Glasriket, Sweden as well as lighting
professionals, to create a light that
unites the beauty of expert
workmanship and advances in new
technology. Tel: 0779 2968 735.

New products 7

8

10

6

9
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A new dawn is coming...

Kettle Containers has become Kettle Interiors. With an astounding 27 
traditional and contemporary furniture, wooden cabinet and mattress 
ranges now on offer, Kettle Interiors is not only bringing one of the 
largest and most varied collections currently available, but also a 
brand new order system. That’s right no more containers. Retailers can 
now mix any item from any range for delivery in just four to six weeks 
with the K4, K8 and K18 direct supply packages. Still the same great 
service as you have come to expect, but with a whole new way of 
looking at things. Find out more at Interiors Birmingham on stand D35 
in Hall 4. 

0845 678 1155  www.kettleinteriors.co.uk

KettleInteriors_Rebranding_1pp.indd    1 6/11/08    10:42:28
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11 Wrapped in chocolate brown
faux leather, the Bali bed from
Hyder Living meets the practical
demands of storage with an air of
style. With its contemporary lines,
high headboard, low footend and
to the floor attitude, as well as
four times the storage of a
traditional divan-style bed ,
including hydraulic lift, the Bali is
a winner. Tel: 01484 531 000.

12 Embellished fabrics continue
to be in demand for furnishings
and Prestigious’ latest response is
the Chateaux Collection, where
three crewel-embroidered designs
are partnered by the broad stripe
of Bourges, the barcode stripe of
Vicky and the plain denim-effect
of Chateaux. It will be launched at
Heimtextil. Tel: 01274 688 448.

13 Charlotte Thomas offers good
looking and quality linens. The
Claire collection, in beautifully

smooth and crisp 300 count pure
100% cotton, comes with hand-
worked open ladder stitch border
work along all Oxford edges. 
Tel: 0845 365 1625.

14 The Plantation Rug Company
has launched a website,
www.plantationrug.co.uk which
showcases its collection of
contemporary, traditional, hand-
knotted and boldly abstract rugs.
An online rug bible for retailers
and consumers, the pages are
easy to navigate. Consumers can
enter their postcode to find their
nearest stockist. More than 780
retailers have already signed up
for their store details to be
displayed. Tel: 01924 493 200.

15 Frank Hudson’s Kensington
bed is made using mahogany
solids and inlaid flame veneers. It
is available in 5ft and 6ft sizes.
Tel: 01494 522 011.

New products

13
15

11

14

12
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For more details about Schooner or the other ranges in our “Classic collection” 
go to www.alstons.co.uk, call 01473 277202 or email classic@alstons.co.uk

Schooner
A F F O R D A B L E E L E G A N C E

A subtle American oak collection evoking warm, mellow hues.
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Upholstery

OUT OF THE SHADE
TOUCH MATTERS
Brighter colours and increased textures 
are driving fabric upholstery sales

‘As with all fashion-orientated industries,
trends in the furniture industry are in a
constant state of flux,’ says Ian Bisatt,
Multiyork design director. ‘Although
shape, style and the spirit of design are
key factors, possibly the most emotive
part of furniture is the covering fabric.’

Fabrics can excite, create a mood and
light up an empty room, he says. For
example, putting a traditional damask on
a modern boxy sofa gives it a completely
new look.

Bisatt reckons during the past two
years furniture has moved away from
plain beige weaves and brown leathers
to large-scale bold patterns in vibrant
colours. In fact, of Multiyork’s top 20
selling fabrics, 14 have bold patterns,
either stripes, floral or classical damasks,
with stripes accounting for one in five of
the top 20. 

The introduction of the Buck Palm 

Purple will remain a strong seller in 2009

Lime is a popular colour
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WORLD PREVIEW OF FURNISHING FABRICS AND CURTAINS
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Upholstery

Texture is important

A quarter of Multiyork’s top 20 are stripes

plains to intricate qualities with appliqué
motifs and embroidered outlines. The
hand-made look was also very evident. 

However, Bisatt points out that:
‘Unfortunately, many of these fabrics are
technically unsuitable for domestic
upholstery, but they will make beautiful
cushions.’ 

Aubergine and purple on upholstery is
proving very popular and are likely to
remain strong-sellers well into 2009.

‘The current economic climate is 

floral in spring 2007, from Italian supplier
Mario Sittori, was the first of the bold
modern weave designs to prove popular.
Over the past 12 months, cotton prints in
bright colours such as the Kimura range
from Romo Fabrics and others from Jane
Churchill and Harlequin Fabrics have
been, and still are, strong sellers.

Multiyork also analyses the sales of its
display covers by colour to assess the
trends within its collections and
understand how customers react to
them. Although there are industry trends
in terms of the new colour for the
season, Multiyork generally sells a broad
cross section of colours, often influenced
by its seasonal sales brochures. 

Two years ago, the principle colours
were beige and burgundy but now the
spectrum of sales is varied ranging from

bright red, orange and aubergine
through to traditional burgundy and
ebony. Mid tone greens aren’t popular at
the moment, whereas aqua and lime are,
says Bisatt.

‘The tactile qualities and visual depth of
fabrics is also an important factor. Velvet
has seen a real resurgence over the past
three years and many of Europe’s “old
wire looms” that have been redundant
for years are now working at full
capacity,’ he says.

‘Plain, embossed and sculptured velvet
with natural linen grounds are very
strong, often with bold patterns and vivid
colours. Patterned and plain chenille have
been popular for the past 10 years and
over this period, the chenille yarns have
been combined with double construction
pocket cloths to produce soft, quilted-
looking textures with rippled surfaces and
delicate woven motifs.’

This autumn’s Decorex exhibition
revealed a large variety of silks, from

also likely to have a bearing on the
colours and textures consumers opt for
over the next 12 months. During
challenging economic times, consumers
tend to revert to more traditional styles
and patterns in the choices they make,’
he says.

‘As such, we could see green and
burgundy make a comeback into
furnishings as consumers yearn for the
familiarity and security these colours
represent.’ 

‘During
challenging

economic times,
consumers tend to

revert to more
traditional styles and

patterns’
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MAX DIVANI UK / IRELAND Matthew Kutas Furniture Agency Torp House, Rothersthorpe, Northampton NN7 3JB

Office T. +44 (0) 1604 832955 F. +44 (0) 1604 832965 sales@kutas-uk.com

MAX DIVANI S.p.A Via Ceraso, 1 70022 Altamura (BA) Italy T. +39 080 3165511 F. +39 080 3105005 info@maxdivani.it www.maxdivani.it
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Colour is one of the first things that we
notice in our surroundings and can affect
our moods, emotions and well-being. 

The colours of an interior environment
affect us in the same way as those in the
natural world. By using colour we can
instantly transform a room to reflect its
use, give it a different atmosphere or
make a statement and disguise or
highlight features. 

Studies on natural colour preferences
have identified how specific colour
groups are linked to four personality
types:
� Lively, young, outgoing and friendly
personalities will respond well to the light
and clear colours of spring. 
� Quieter, understated, calm and elegant
personalities prefer the cooler more
muted tones of summer. 
� Warm, intense, traditional and earthy
personalities relate to the earthy, muted
but intense tones of autumn. 
� Dramatic, strong, objective and
efficient winter colour personalities 
prefer contrasting, icy or very strong
intense colours. 

Our reaction to colour is mostly
instinctive and we will naturally choose
those colours we feel comfortable with.
There are no ‘wrong’ colours but using
colour psychology can identify the best
and most supportive colour choices for
the home and yourself. You can influence
the feeling and support an activity in a
room with colour, transforming your
environment and improve your lifestyle.

Much like creating a recipe for a
favourite dish, interior decoration requires
a careful balance between the
‘ingredients’ of colour. If you are a
reluctant cook in the kitchen or perhaps
have little enjoyment for eating, the
colours that will best support and
encourage those activities will be from
the red/orange palettes, they relate to the

physical self and ‘nourishment’. 
Alternatively, if you enjoy cooking then

the colour yellow will add to your
creativity and optimism with perhaps
something from the green/turquoise
palette to enhance a relaxing
environment.

The dining room atmosphere, although
also focused on food and eating, may be
more relaxed. Here the use of blue may
be beneficial to soothing digestion. If you
often entertain the warmer colours from
the red/orange palette will encourage
warm feeling and conviviality.

‘Generally the living room is an area
where everyone in the house meets and
so, many colours would work there. If
your living room area is essentially the
place where you relax and unwind, softer
shades of green and blue will support
this or violet shades which will enhance
areas of deeper relaxation for the mind
and meditation. Pink also enhances

feelings of calm. If you use the area for
entertaining then yellow will support
lively conversation and entertaining
although a predominantly yellow
environment would not be too relaxing
and should be balanced with colours
from the green/blue/violet palettes.

The bedroom can be more than just
somewhere we go to sleep and then
wake up to dress for the day. It can be
our personal sanctuary to read, meditate,
relax and sleep. Consider how well you
sleep and if you wake up refreshed. Do
you study or watch TV in your room? A
tint or less intense shade of the colour
that you wish to use can enable you to
fall asleep more easily, balanced by a
secondary colour that is stimulating
enough to wake up to. 

Shades of pink/peach are physically
soothing. Combined with light blue
which is calming for the mind or light
green for refreshment, a balance is
achieved.

In the bathroom, fresh and clean tones
of green, blue and turquoise usually work
as well as the fleshy pink tones that
reinforce positive feelings about the body.
Stronger tones of green or red, yellow
and orange stimulate the senses in to
activity. 

In these times of economic uncertainty
and increased environmental awareness,
emerging trends indicate a focus on the
simplicity of a rural life and a better life
balance with an appreciation of
craftsmanship and authentic materials.
Drawing inspiration from the natural
world, colours that support these trends
are likely to be the warm, muted, earthy
tones such as burnt orange, brick,
terracotta, pine green, wood brown, slate
and clay grey. 

Bernay Laity is the founder of colour and
design consultancy in:colour

COLOUR OF MAGIC
CAUSE AND EFFECT
Colour affects us in different ways so it is important 
to get the right colour for your surroundings

Mood enhancers
A general guide to the effects of some
colours:
Red is a powerful, physical colour that
expresses courage, strength, energy,
stimulation, excitement and warmth.

Blue relates to our intellect; clear
communication, trust, efficiency, calm
thinking, logic and reflection are
qualities of the colour blue.

Yellow reflects emotional self-
confidence, self-esteem, extrovertism
and optimism. Friendliness and
creativity are displayed in yellow.

Green is the balancing colour echoing
harmony, refreshment, rest, peace and
reassurance.
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For nearly a century,
retailers have depended
on the Lynch Sales
Company to be there
through thick and thin,

helping them reduce
inventory while improv-
ing cash flow and

profits. And today is no different. Regardless of
economic climate, you can depend on our 95 years

of stability, because we have helped our retail clients weather every
economic storm since 1914.

In fact, we originated the entire concept of promotional sales to
generate cash, expand or change location, remodel stores, or update
their inventory – all designed to make successful stores even more
successful, regardless of market conditions.

Isn’t this the perfect time for a Lynch Sale event? OUR clients are doing
substantial business even during these harsh economic times.Call today
for an outline of our copyrighted SALE PLANS. Find out how a Lynch
Sale can help your business weather the current storm and prepare for
the future.

There’s never
been a better
time to call us
than times like
these.

Circa 1930 Lynch Sales Company Event

UNCOMPROMISING INTEGRITY. UNPARALLELED RESULTS.

1 STANLEY ROAD, EMSWORTH, HAMPSHIRE PO10 7BD
TO RECEIVE OUR COMPLETE OUTLINE, CALL GARETH PRICE AT +44 (0) 1243 378369

WWW.LYNCHSALES.COM

LYNCH
SSaalleess CCoommppaannyy

Establishedd 1914

Copyright 2008 
Lynch Brothers Licensing Corporation

®
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SHOPPING FORECAST
TWIST AND SHOUT
Where is the carpet market headed in 2009? Leading suppliers 
give their views, but agree they must offer good value

A year ago the words credit and crunch
went together like Tottenham and
relegation or Brown and winner.
However, the past 12 months have seen
the economy fall into recession, banks
lose their way and consumers shed their
confidence like a snake and its skin.

So what does the coming year hold for
the carpet market, in terms of spending
and what consumers will actually buy?

With money tight, companies may be
tempted to concentrate more on lower
price points in the hope of picking up
what sales there are. But this could be a
serious mistake. For the really hard-up
replacing a carpet can be put off
practically until the old one is worn
through – and even then holes can be
covered by a rug or by rearranging the
furniture. So what will suppliers do?

Mike Dobson, Gaskell Wool Rich and
Mr Tomkinson general manager says:
‘With the continued restriction on finance
and increased concerns about the job
market, it is hard to see how the first-
time buyers are going to be able to 
re-enter the market. Until they do so, 
it will be difficult to kickstart the whole
housing segment, which is a critical 
area for the flooring industry. And when
they do finally re-enter, disposable
income will be tighter than ever, so the
bottom end of the market is likely to
remain depressed for a number of
months to come.’

Martin West, Kingsmead general
manager agrees. ‘Potentially, sales in the
middle to top end of the market may be
least affected by the recession.
Demographically these are the people
who, provided they keep their jobs, are
still likely to have disposable income.’

And this could well be the key to many
a retailer’s survival – having a well paid
customer base that isn’t too reliant on
the financial sector or a large local Ulster York Wilton: some predict bolder colours will sell next year

employer that makes a large chunk of its
workforce redundant.

But recession doesn’t mean that
retailers will not be able to persuade
shoppers to trade up – it’ll just be harder.

‘Consumers will be looking for deals
and retailers will need to be seen to be
offering value for money options,’ says
West. ‘There is so much uncertainty
about the economy next year that it feels
impossible to predict how the consumer
will react. Ranges with multiple quality
options represent the best opportunity to
the retailer to sell up, once the consumer
has chosen the colour.’

Dobson insists that there will always be
the opportunity for the retailer to
encourage the consumer to trade up. ‘It
is up to us to assist in this process by
improved POS and labelling information.’

Shaun Lewis, Victoria Carpets sales and
marketing director agrees that the higher

end is where sales are likely to be. ‘It is
extremely important for retailers to try to
trade upmarket. Their turnover is
generally down and by at least selling
higher ticket prices they may be able to
maintain their margin.

‘The marketplace will continue to be
difficult for 2009 and possibly even into
2010. Until the consumer is confident in
their job and house values it will remain
hard to get their cash for the large ticket
items such as carpet. Only the strong will
survive.’ 

So giving the customer even more
information on what they are looking at
and why it is worth the price will be even
more important.

West insists that: ‘2009 represents one
of the biggest challenges to our industry
for a long time. Service, quality and value
for money will be more important than
ever if we are to come out the other side
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� 100% wool, 4 & 5m wide

� Available in 10 stripe options,
with 10 co-ordinating solid
colours

� Stripe available in 1m width
to minimize wastage

Gaskell Wool Rich
Sales Tel: 01827 831525 Fax: 01827 831508

www.gaskellwoolrich.co.uk

Introducing new
Neapolitan
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stronger than we went in. We will not be
sitting back waiting for the economy,
instead we will seek to give our partner
retailers what they need to succeed
through innovation, new products at
competitive prices and targeted POS with
a consumer focus during 2009.’

Good value is the way to go according
to Geert Vanden Bossche, Balta
marketing manager. ‘With the recession
and slow housing market we think the
general public will look more for an
affordable carpet. It is our challenge to be
able to offer good interesting ranges with
a good price/quality ratio.’

So what will shoppers be looking for?
Is it another year of beige or will stripes
and this year’s influx of brighter colours
prove to be a shot in the arm? Will
environmental issues be remembered
among price?

One thing that will not change is the
public and retailers’ love of 80/20 twists. 

‘Consumers still favour the 80% wool
and 20% nylon combination as it has
proved to be the most economical and
practical blend for homes, combining the
softness, comfort and warmth of wool
with the hard-wearing properties of
nylon, guaranteeing a level of resilience
and durability,’ says Ray Snell, Ulster
Carpets residential designer.

‘Carpet has and will always be a key
component within residential interior
design,’ he stresses.

Dobson and West expect to see little
change in the domination of twist pile
ranges, while Dobson expects wool to
increase in popularity. ‘I don’t envisage
the dominance of twist carpet to be
challenged in 2009. Within the twist
category, the combination of raw
material increases and foreign exchange
issues has meant that the price gap
between wool and manmade twist is
smaller than it has ever been, giving 
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Colouring the future

Next year will see some demand for stripes and a continuing increase in popularity
of colour, but at the same time a need will grow among consumers for a carpet
style that will have longevity, says David Cormack, Cormar Carpets marketing
director. 

The credit crunch is forcing homeowners to improve rather than move, which
creates a desire to give homes a new lease of life. Less disposable income means
more people are entertaining at home so simple changes, such as fitting a new
carpet, will have a huge impact.   

He says people are starting to experiment more with flooring textures, so will be
interested in different types of carpet, from twists to loops, to create different looks. 

‘We’re beginning to see the return of colour in interior textiles after a long
stretch of nearly every conceivable shade of beige. One end of the spectrum is
1970’s styling with deep aubergines, bold berries and burnt oranges, so there is a
strong possibility that this will come into carpet as well.

‘In terms of trends in the market itself next year – unless there is a dramatic
improvement in the value of the pound (and with the large reduction in interest
rates recently it seems unlikely) then we believe that Eurozone manufacturers will
continue to suffer which should benefit those companies manufacturing in Britain
providing they continue to manufacture what consumers are looking for.’

Cormar Warwick in raspberry
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wool the opportunity to take market
share,’ he says.

For Lewis, until the economy recovers
consumers ‘will play safe and stay with
what they know – twists, loops, velvets
and patterns, depending on their
preference and style. Twists will definitely
continue to dominate and will remain the
largest sector by far. Velvets and loops
will continue but I do believe some of the
stylish tonal axminsters will gain ground.’ 

So what about colour? Will the brighter
colours seen on many Harrogate stands
prove to be simply eye candy that draws
consumers to a particular display before
Mrs Smith opts for safety first?

For Snell, the picture is driven by a
number of factors. ‘Consumers are also
becoming more discerning about
environmental issues in relation to the
construction and manufacturing of their

Ulster Elements: beige shades are still popular 

carpet. This is indicative in the natural
flooring effect that consumers are striving
for, also reflective of the general trend in
fashion and interiors, where texture,
natural type fabrics and subtle designs
are very in vogue. The natural look
continues with even less colour in this
area. Taupe in various shades, alongside
mink and grey hues will become the
desired sophisticated, colourations.

‘While neutrals continue to be popular,
there is a definite move towards stronger
colours, often used to complement the
continuing beige theme. Emerging are
various shades of earthy greens and bold
gold, with 1960’s and 1970’s type
designs gaining momentum once again,’
he says.

But beige will still reign reckons Lewis.
‘Consumers will play it safe and stay with
beige browns. The brighter colours will

remain as accent colours in rugs for
example, although I do believe “colour” is
what the bored retailer is looking for.’ 

‘Colour is perceived to be making a
comeback, but we are yet to see a major
resurgence in actual sales figures. Within
the beige family, there is a growth of
earth tones – mushroom, taupe, etc,’
says Dobson.

Natural shades will veer towards stone
and grey, says West. Green will make a
return as well as deep red/burgundy
shades. ‘There will be some sales of wild
and funky colours but it will represent a
small percentage of the overall market.’

Vanden Bossche agrees. ‘I see a trend
towards more colour especially younger,
fresh, bright colours, such as those in the
Fun On The Floor brochure. Stripes, and,
in general, patterned carpets are back in
trend although stripes will probably never
be sold in large quantities.’

Snell predicts the resurgence of
patterned carpets will include classical
designs. ‘This creates a very distinctive
look but with the subtle colour palette
used, the overall look is very
sophisticated. Popular designs include
Persians with a washed, antique rug look,
as well as restrained florals. The
basketweave is also becoming very
aspirational.’

But what of stripes – 2008’s best
alternative to beige for many retailers?

‘Stripes are definitely in fashion at the
moment, and are likely to continue to be
so throughout 2009,’ says Dobson.

Lewis agrees: ‘Stripes are here to stay
for a long time, albeit as a niche market,
but I do think there is still some small
growth to come in this sector.’

West, on the other hand, thinks the
stripe has already enjoyed its day. ‘I
believe the stripe may already have hit its
peak and the market is becoming
increasingly overpopulated.’
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PERGO
QUIET A DEVELOPMENT
Three decades after it began selling laminate flooring, 
the manufacturer has moved to tackle noise

In 1977 Apple launched its first computer,
Gary Gilmore was executed, Steve Biko
died, British Airways began regular
London to New York flights on Concorde,
the Queen celebrated her Silver Jubilee
and the future of flooring was changed.

While conspiracies were raging about
the Sex Pistols’ God Save the Queen only
reaching number two in the charts and
well-heeled passengers were sipping
champagne high above the Atlantic,
technicians at Perstorp invented laminate
flooring.

A year later it went on sale in Sweden,
changing the look of flooring forever, but
it would be another 11 years before
anyone outside Sweden could get their
hands on Pergo’s flooring. And it took

Expression in aged elm Narrow Ships Deck in Yacht oak 

until 1994 before it crossed the Atlantic.
Now 30 years after it began selling

laminate flooring, Pergo is tackling the
the problem of noise – walk across it in
anything other than slippers and the
chances of a quiet entrance are gone.
PergoSense, says Pergo, is the first
laminate flooring to combine sound
reduction, anti-static and anti-microbial
properties.

The range employs new SoftTech
technology, reducing noise levels
reflected from the flooring while making
it more comfortable to walk on. A sound
reduction underlay is attached to the
underside of the board, along with a
sound-blocking layer beneath the
laminate surface, to reduce sound. 

To prevent bacteria and viruses
growing on the floor, silver is added to
the surface. Anti-microbial floors improve
the hygiene of the most used rooms in
the home, for example the kitchen and
sensitive areas such as care homes,
hotels, restaurants. ‘This simple and safe
method means that bacteria die without
the use of chemical disinfectants and with
a regular cleaning practice to get rid of
spills, dust and stains, tests prove that
99% of bacteria will have perished within
24 hours,’ says Kate Male, Pergo regional
marketing manager. 

PergoSense features 10 designs, from
the light and rustic design of Seaside Pine
to the rich look of Fruitwood, with retail
prices of £35.99 per sqm. 
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PergoSense Seaside pine Pergo Original Dark Fruit

Pergo history
1977: Laminate flooring is invented
by Pergo’s parent company, at the
time a part of the Perstorp Group.

1978: The first laminate flooring is
sold in Sweden.

1984: Construction of the first
dedicated laminate flooring factory in
Sweden.

1989: Introduction of Pergo
products in Europe.

1994: Introduction of Pergo
products in North America.

1996: Manufacturing facility begins
production in Garner, North Carolina,
US.

2001: Pergo is divested from the
Perstorp Group and listed on

Stockholm Stock Exchange’s O list.

2004: The brand name Pergo is
used to launch wood floors in the US.
A new factory for manufacturing the
SimpleSolutions Four-In-One
mouldings opens in North America.

2005: Major expansion of the plant
in North America. SimpleSolutions USA
is formed for marketing patented
mouldings. In Europe, a plant
consolidation and restructuring
programme is completed.

2007: Pfleiderer acquires Pergo for
?308m. Pfleiderer is one of Europe’s
leading manufacturers of products
based on chipboard and laminated
boards.

2008: PergoSense launched to
tackle noise issues.

Expression tile
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SWEET DREAMS
NEW BEGINNING
After the success of its bedroom range, one 
supplier is moving into living and dining

At a time when companies are faced with
a choice of concentrating on what they
do best to maintain sales or moving into
areas they have little or no experience in,
many firms opt to avoid the risk. 

One taking the opposite approach is
Sweet Dreams with the launch of its
living room and dining collection. While
some may think it a strange decision, the
company says the move is ‘a recession-
busting strategy’ which is based on the
success of its move into cabinet.

‘A year ago we expanded into bedroom
cabinet, just as trading conditions were
worsening,’ says Riaz Ahmed, Sweet
Dreams md. ‘It proved to be a huge
success for us, and we don’t see why we
can’t replicate that success by introducing
living room cabinet and dining suites to
complement our upholstery.’

With the launch, Ahmed will complete
the transformation of the company he
founded 21 years ago from a bed
company to one that supplies beds,
upholstery, bedroom, living room and
dining furniture.

He points to one factor in the success
of bedroom cabinet; retailers who already
purchase beds from Sweet Dreams, and
benefited from the seven to 10 days
guaranteed delivery, realised they could
enjoy the same service with the bedroom
cabinet, and orders expanded as a result.

The success of Sweet Dreams’ policy of
holding all products in stock and
delivering in less than a fortnight will also
contribute to the success of the new
venture, Riaz believes. This is reinforced
with the expansion of its 15 day home
delivery service to all products, including
the new living and dining collection.

About a dozen ranges will make up the
collection, spread across several styles
and price points. 

‘A highlight will be attention-grabber
Lennox, in high gloss white lacquer.

The Glossy Lennox range

Hitting the top notes in both style and
quality, Lennox comprises a dining table
and matching chairs, coffee table,
entertainment unit and sideboard,’ says
Riaz. The curves of the oval dining table
are echoed in all the matching pieces.

Other finishes include oak, and there
are models highlighted with contrasting
inlays, dark-coloured rubberwood and
modern glass and chrome.

‘The products have been sourced from
tried-and-tested suppliers, mainly in the
Far East, and we are confident that, just
as furniture retailers followed the
expansion into bedroom cabinet because
of confidence in the Sweet Dreams
service and in brand, they will also follow
our new direction into living and dining,’
says Riaz.

As part of the expansion strategy the
company is targeting new stockists, as
well as hoping existing stockists will take
the ranges.

To help with this, Sweet Dreams’
comprehensive annual brochure will
include the living and dining and 
the upholstery collections, as Riaz 
tries to underline the collection’s
credentials. 

He is confident of the strategy at a time
when rivals have increased their
stockholding and reduced delivery times. 

‘Being supplied by a long-established
and well-thought-of brand, whose
standards of service and quality are
widely acclaimed, is certain to boost this
bold launch’s chances of success in such
uncertain times,’ he says.
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The
Manchester
Furniture Show 09
Manchester Central 19-22 July 
tel: +44 (0)1923 670 997
email: enquiries@manchesterfurnitureshow.com     www.manchesterfurnitureshow.com

CABINET&DINING

OCCASIONAL

LIVING ROOM FURNITURE

BEDS&MATTRESSES

UPHOLSTERY

BEDROOM FURNITURE

HOME OFFICE

DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES

PICTURES&PRINTS

LIGHTING

CARPETS& RUGS

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

Outlook:
VERY POSITIVE
Manchester, UK, July 2009
If you are looking for an event that gives you access 

to the leading buyers in the furniture world, we have 

the answer. Whatever the economic climate, you’re 

assured of a warm welcome and a very positive 

outcome at the Manchester Furniture Show. 

The Manchester Furniture Show approaches its 

11th year in a Very Positive Mood. 2008 was another 

outstanding success and despite tougher trading 

conditions, the 2009 show is already being talked 

about as the ‘must exhibit show’ for 2009.

For a very positive outlook, please visit:

www.manchesterfurnitureshow.com
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Odyssey: automatically extends

While Sweet Dreams prepares to make its
dining room debut, a more established
presence in the market is poised to
expand its already considerable offer.

Since Calligaris’ foundation in 1923,
dining has been a mainstay of the Italian
company and its latest creations
demonstrate that heritage is no obstacle
to making use of modern technology.

The Area 51 chair is made from clear
polypropylene with an embossed surface.
The single-piece body is injection
moulded with the air-moulding
technique; this gas removal technology
empties an injection moulded plastic
object internally, therefore maintaining a
constant thickness. 

Shapes unobtainable by normal
injection moulding techniques can now
be made in a single moulding process.
The production method not only gives
the product exceptional sturdiness but
also reduces the product’s weight.

The Odyssey dining table sports an
automatic extending device, which
dramatically increases the size of the
tabletop. Two extensions open

symmetrically and simultaneously while
the tabletop maintains its elliptical shape. 

For more informal dining, the Jam
acrylic chair and stool combines a glossy
white interior with an orange, red, green,
blue or coffee outer. 

The simplicity of its design, allied 
with its elliptical cut-outs, allow it to 
look equally at home in the kitchen or
dining room.

Jam: stool or chair

CALLIGARIS
‘Heritage is no
obstacle to
making use of
modern
technology’
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SEALY
DEDICATED TO COMFORT
Sealy celebrates its 35th year of UK production next year, 
supported by the sector’s largest research budget

Next year sees the 35th anniversary of
the production of Sealy beds in the UK. In
1974 Silentnight Group secured the UK
licence from the US company and began
production in Aspatria, West Cumbria
after buying M Hackney & Co. From sales
of just £450,000 a year then, the
company has become one of the best-
known bed brands today.

Sealy’s manufacturing plant, which
produces around 3,500 beds per week,
was recently extended to 160,000sqft as
part of a £1m investment. 

The refurbishment covered all areas of

Sealy is one of the fastest growing bed brands in the UK

the site, from the factory floor to the new
showroom, and has created a more
comfortable and efficient working
environment. 

Springs for both mattresses and bases
are produced at the Aspatria factory. Its
35,000sqft warehouse is capable of
storing up to 4,000 bed sets.

‘Since Sealy was established in the UK,
it has remained one of the fastest
growing brands and has consistently
achieved record sales – a significant
achievement in the present economic
climate and an increasingly competitive

marketplace,’ says Neil Robinson, Sealy
marketing director. 

Furniture Village, Bensons and Dreams
are among its major accounts. The
company’s strategy is to continue to
develop major account trade, while
significantly increasing market
penetration and distribution through
independent retailers and the expanding
contract, mail order and home shopping
markets.

‘Sealy invests more time and money on
product development than any other bed
manufacturer, utilising state-of-the-art
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Sealy tests pressure points to ensure comfort

International Collection, which uses
technology and ideas developed by
several countries.

Research is clearly important, as
evidenced by the opening of a pressure
mapping laboratory last October. 

‘Pressure management is one of the
focal points of Sealy’s product
development process,’ says Larry Rogers,
Sealy ceo. ‘The Center of Excellence 
will provide crucial insight into
developing cutting-edge sleep systems
that help consumers maximise every
minute of sleep.’

facilities at the world’s largest and 
most advanced research and
development centre and bed testing
laboratory in Greensboro, North Carolina.
This is in addition to the Silentnight
Group’s own research and development
resource at Salterforth in Lancashire,’ says
Robinson.

‘We have complete access to all the
latest R&D facilities in the US as well as a
comprehensive network of information
exchange with other key Sealy licensees
around the world.’

An example of this approach is the

In the small town of Sealy, Texas just
outside Houston, a cotton gin builder
and operator by the name of Daniel
Haynes responded to a request from a
neighbour and built a cotton-filled
mattress in 1881.

The product was so well received
that Haynes began receiving more and
more requests from neighbours and
relatives. Encouraged by the response,
he invented a machine that
compressed cotton for use in
mattresses and received a patent for
his invention in 1889. 

Acceptance for the product grew
beyond the local area in Texas and
began to be referred to by customers
in other regions of the country as the
‘mattress from Sealy’. 

In 1906, Haynes sold all of his
patents and know-how to a Texas
company that took the name of Sealy.

The laboratory has four workstations
configured for mattress and pressure
mapping pads that identify and measure
uncomfortable pressure points in the
body that lead to tossing and turning at
night. In addition there are 20 devices to
monitor movement and help facilitate the
analysis of comfort. 

‘The Center of Excellence is a major
step in R&D and allows us to connect the
quality of a mattress to quality of sleep in
a very definitive way,’ says Dr Alan
Letton, Sealy chief science officer. 

‘Our pressure-mapping technique lets
us develop a new methodology that
quantifies sleep quality, directly linking it
to specific sleep surfaces. We will be able
to use this proprietary research to further
develop and enhance our innovative
sleep systems.’

The Center of Excellence was dedicated
to Dr Robert and Beverly Addison, in
recognition of Dr Addison’s contribution
to the company. In the 1950s he
recognised that heavy stress was placed
on the lumbar region during sleep. This
discovery shifted Sealy’s product
development to create mattresses with
back support.

‘The Center of Excellence also will
strengthen Sealy’s leadership position by
allowing us to continue developing the
most technologically advanced beds in
the industry and providing a forum for
Sealy to interact with leading medical
researchers,’ explains Rogers. 

Brand origins
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After a decade of sourcing rare and
unusual materials for stone and ceramic
floors, Alvaro Ziani de Ferranti has
opened a London showroom, De
Ferranti.

Rather than exclusively concentrating
on the architect and interior design
markets, the showroom targets the
domestic sector – at a price. The mother
of pearl mosaics, for example, cost
£2,070 per sqm.

Using an ancient revived technique, 

‘Extra special’ mother of pearl mosaics

De Ferranti has added designer Neisha
Crosland’s patterns to his tiles made from
materials including hard white English
limestone and aubergine volcanic stone.

Crosland has created a diverse
collection of designs in the new Stencilled
Stone collection. Inspiration has been
drawn from many areas, such as Cuban
floors, lino cut geometrics, lustreware
plates, and Flamenco dance costumes. 

‘As a textile designer, a collaboration
made sense to me. I came across De

Ferranti while I was sourcing products for
my house and I was amazed by the
beautiful selection of tiles,’ says Crosland.
‘I enjoy putting pattern on to anything
and the lovely thing about tiles is that
they have a natural repeat unit. It’s
fascinating how the repeat conducts the
rhythm in a pattern.’

A second collection of patterns comes
from designer-maker Rima Patel of Rima &
McRae, the bespoke finishers with whom
De Ferranti has long worked.

DE FERRANTI
DOMESTIC DECADENCE
Operating at the luxury end of the floor tile 
market has allowed the use of unusual materials
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The Stencilled Stone collection

‘I think of these tiles as stone carpets,’
says Patel. ‘The pattern flows across the
tiles as if it’s been there for ages. The
faded grandeur of worn-by-time textiles
and rugs was our main inspiration, but
we’ve opted for geometrics and florals
that are less constrained that the usual
designs. Our patterns are very versatile –
a pattern can be made out of a pattern.’

Both ranges have six designs and retail
at £287.50 per sqm.

‘A new trend for the luxury end of the

flooring market is mother of pearl, often
used in the interiors of super yachts, but
now increasingly used where room
schemes require that something extra
special,’ says de Ferranti. 

‘One of the most popular places to put
it is the bathroom, but this exquisitely
beautiful surface can be used in
cloakrooms, bedrooms or any area
needing a dazzling decorative feature.’

But there are ways to keep the cost
down, says de Ferranti. ‘One highly

effective method is to incorporate mother
of pearl into your flooring as an accent.
Cabochons or linear borders give that
look of decadence without costing as
much as a solid veneer placed over an
entire floor.’

Another new ‘stock’ product is African
Brown polished limestone. Available in
polished, honed or textured finishes, the
carboniferous limestone comes in shades
from light to dark brown and features
fossil striations.
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INTERIORS BIRMINGHAM
ALL CHANGE
The UK’s leading interiors exhibition
will have a new look in January 

Retailers are likely to be visiting parts of
the NEC they have never seen before
from 18-21 January as they experience
Interiors Birmingham’s new look. 

All the high end companies from across
the furniture and design interiors market
will be found in halls 1 and 2 and the
Pavilion, creating high end classic and
modern destination halls. Halls 3, 4 and 5
will house a mix of volume furniture,
lighting will be located in hall 9 while soft
furnishings and furnishing accessories are
in hall 3.

Alstons’ Schooner is a taste of what will

Alstons’ Schooner

be on offer from the major bedroom
furniture manufacturer. Described as
‘affordable elegance’ it is part of Alstons’
Classic Collection and is finished in a
subtle shade of American light oak.

Sweet Dreams will launch ranges of
bedsteads, bedroom cabinet and divan
beds as it celebrates its 21st anniversary.
This year’s diversification into bedroom
cabinet and upholstery, will be followed
with a move into living and dining with 
a large collection of models
encompassing a plethora of styles,
finishes and price points.

There will be a fresh collection of
bedsteads many, including Brando, with
matching bedroom cabinet.

In divans, the firm is ringing the
changes, introducing new models to
almost every collection. This is intended
to update the look of mattresses and
bases.

Nathan Furniture has expanded its
stand to highlight the expansion of its
Shades collection. It is being extended
with a Living & Library range plus a
number of other additional living, dining
and occasional models.
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Manchester,

M34 3RU

Denton

Unit 3 Grey Street

Sales office 0161 320 2530

Freefax 0800 298 5002

enquiries@rugswithflair.com

www.rugswithflair.com

CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL
OFFER!

25% OFF
MONTE CARLO 
‘XX’ RANGE

While stocks last.
Offer ends 31st December 2008. 
Please contact the sales office for 
more information:
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Flatpack from Core Products

Upholstery from Lifestyle

DrawBox is the exclusive
UK distributor of InteriCAD
Lite visualisation software
that allows traditionally
difficult products to visualise
from a customer perspective,
such as large expanses of
patterned wallpaper, fabric,
or even artworks, to be
seen.

According to the firm it
takes 15 minutes to create 
photo-realistic
representations and
animated walkthroughs. 

Everything is customisable
from fabric and upholstery to 

Shades will be on show alongside the
Classic Teak range, which now comprises
45 living and dining pieces.

Limelight Beds will debut the Cressida
white panelled bedstead and matching
bedside cabinet, dresser and wardrobe.
The bed retails at £120 for the double
model (140cm) and is also available in
kingsize.

Five companies will form the Thai
pavilion: synthetic and natural rattan
furniture firm Charoen Somprasong;
leather upholstery manufacturers
Diamond Sofa, Universal Sofa and Sofa
Maker, along with vase firm Korat
Sangsuwan Pottery.

Headboard and bedroom furniture
manufacturer Stuart Jones will be
launching a contemporary design storage
bed with coordinating furniture including
two chairs, stool, ottoman and a two-
seater sofa. There will also be a new
range of headboards on display.

Dan-Form’s new products will include
the Box table with Cube chairs in zebra
veneer; upholstered chairs in black and
white lacquer, white high gloss, oak and
walnut veneer; height adjustable
barstools in black and white lacquer and
walnut veneer and the Princess barstools
in walnut veneer and black and white
stained ash.

Dan-Form’s Box table
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OWNSTYLE

Come to visit us at:
NEC SHOW
Birmingham
18.21 January 2009
hall 2 stand E34

cal l igar is. i t Calligaris - Italy infouk@calligaris.it
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floor and wall coverings while lighting
effects can be adjusted to account for 
the light conditions at different times 
of day. 

Desser & Co will promote the
environmental credentials of its rattan
furniture. 

‘We can get a little geeky about our
rattan. We love the fact that our retailers
know the products entering their stores
are sourced responsibly and sustainably,
and that our customers are making a 
well informed and responsible choice,’
says Mark Stewart, Desser & Co 
director.

‘Rattan is an ideal sustainable
alternative to hardwoods, the perfect
material for creating high quality,
contemporary and classic furniture.’

Ecologically it is a promising crop
because rattan grows very fast – as 
much as 6m a year – in areas which
cannot support other land products. It
grows in degraded forests and marginal
soil and can be introduced artificially 
in natural forests without disturbing 

Rattan Furniture from Desser & Co

Limelight’s Cressida
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Sarrington House, Suite 4,

39 High Street, Corby,

Northamptonshire NN17 1UU

Tel: 01536 260100

Fax: 01536 260102

www.austin-allaboutyourhome.com

See us at the
INTERIORS SHOW

Hall 2 Stand F2
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the existing structure and balance.
‘The real beauty as far as conservation

issues are concerned is that rattan can
only grow among existing trees, so it can
accurately be claimed to encourage the
preservation of forests. It “hugs” the trees
and saves them from the loggers’ axe
without disturbing the natural habitat,’
explains Stewart.

Leather upholstery firm New Trend
Design will introduce three models:
Kensington, Bello and Kiara.

James Hare will launch the Chinon Silks
and Chinon Plains fabric collections.
Inspired by the historic town of 
Chinon in the Vallee de la Vienne in
France, Chinon Silks includes a palatial
damask, embroidered pineapple, subtle
stripe and multicoloured spot.

Chinon Plains is the first range of
upholstery fabrics from the company,
along with a new coordinating silk
Vienne plain. Both collections have been
designed to work with the sophisticated
tonal palette of dupions for which James
Hare is known.

Core Products’ three flatpack divisions
will be showing at the event. Expo-Line

New Trend Design’s Kensington

will highlight its bedroom and upholstery
ranges, Indoor Solutions its bedroom,
beds, dining and occasional products
featuring dovetail joints and Tempus 
its elm, pine and ash collections. All 
three feature seven day delivery.

Next year is the 20th anniversary of
Pinetum manufacturing in the UK and to
celebrate this the firm has planned a
succession of product launches. 

‘Collections that will present new
market opportunities through the use of

Create roomsets in 15 minutes with DrawBox
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new materials and innovative designs,’
says Dean Robbins, Pinetum md.

The latest launch is the Q2 bedroom
range. 

‘This is one of the most exciting
collections of furniture that Pinetum has
launched in its 20 year history, targeting
competition from imports, copies and
new business. 

‘We are of course conscious of current
market conditions and the need to 
price-point products with good margins,
short lead times and zero stock holding
in order to ease cashflow and trade
through these tough economic
conditions and Q2 will deliver on all
these criteria,’ says Robbins.

With a mix of solid oak fascias and oak
veneered sides, Q2 uses features such as
split drawer fronts that give the
appearance of a plus two look but 
which when opened are one complete
drawer with a fixed internal divider. 
This allows the design and style of Q2 to
be incorporated into all pieces of
furniture no matter how large or small,
and brings the added benefit of ease of
manufacture and better pricing to the
retailer.

The Gentleman’s Chest looks like a
straightforward, eight-drawer chest, but
pushing the left hand door and the
spring-catch closure system will reveal a
solid door behind with space to hang
shirts, jackets and suits.

Sweet Dreams’ Lavender

Stuart Jones’ storage bed and coordinating furniture

Pinetum’s Q2 Gentleman’s chest
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DOMOTEX
HOLDING THE FLOOR
Hanover will again be the place
to be for flooring retailers

The flooring world will descend
on Hanover next month (17-20
January) to see the key new
products for 2009 at Domotex. 

Some 1,350 companies will
take part, covering all product
sectors: carpets/rugs (hand-
made), woven carpets/area rugs
(machine-made), textile and
resilient floor coverings, fibres,
yarns and textiles, wood and
parquet flooring, laminate,
natural stone, ceramic tiles and
laying skills, cleaning and
application technologies.

The basic structure and
layout of the show has been
retained but hall 18 is now part
of the hand-made carpet and
rug section in halls 14 to 18.

Adding hall 18 will improve
access to the machine-made
carpet exhibitors in halls 2 and
3. The Nord 1 entrance has also
been redesigned to improve
access.

As in previous years, the
Domotex entrance ticket allows
free transport on the city’s
public transport network for
the duration of the show.

The Floorforum section is a
showcase for the latest trends
in contemporary carpet design
and floor coverings. Designed
by Ulf Moritz, it will use products from 30
exhibitors to demonstrate three trends:
Structure with a focus on the natural,
tactile quality of textured carpets bringing
warmth and feeling to any room with
their subdued colours, restful patterns
and their suitability for any setting.
Colour is about using colour with zest
and imagination: here colours are
combined to create innovative and
futuristic designs. Design makes the point

that creative flooring solutions are the
foundation of a properly coordinated
interior design concept with a focus on
decorative and glamorous carpets.

Visitors will be able to vote for their
favourite from the finalists of the 10
Carpet Design Awards categories, while
the world’s largest square Nain carpet,
measuring 400sqm will also be on show.
With 490,000 knots per sq m, the carpet
was knotted in one piece and took six

years to make. Some 2,250kg
of wool, 300kg of natural silk
and 1,280kg of cotton went
into the delicate filigree motifs,
the beige background and the
artistic design of the central
medallion.

Edel Telenzo Carpets will
highlight its expanding range of
carpet qualities, thanks to its
investment in two tufting
machines. The Brisbane 80/20
twist, for example, will be
available in 30z, 40oz and 50oz
qualities for 2009.

Semi-worsted yarns with a
subtle sheen are also being
introduced to the range
following the relaunch of
Nature Wool with a semi-
worsted yarn. Rembrandt is a
new semi-worsted 100% wool
quality with a slightly textured
look in seven subtle colours:
wicker, sandalwood, coffee
bean, antique silk, latte, toasted
cinnamon and cappuccino.

Balta Broadloom is launching
a large number of wool ranges
with more colour than ever
before. ‘It is our belief that a
consumer who is buying a
quality wool carpet, is very
particular when it comes down
to choosing the right carpet

colour to match with the other interior
elements and therefore needs choice.
Balta Broadloom has developed a flexible
production method to be able to answer
to these needs,’ says Geert Vanden
Bossche, Balta marketing manager. 

‘New wool colours will be visible in the
many loop pile ranges in different gauges
such as Matisse, Milano and Monet or in
textured loops such as Genova or
Bergerac, a tip sheared range with a

Lano’s Ultimo
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striped pattern. The colour offer will also
be widened in Balta’s Wool Velvet range.
A new Wool Shaggy will complete the
collection, which Balta Broadloom will
bring to the market in April.’

Balta is also bringing a lot more colour
and different weight options in the
Stainsafe range, such as Favourite, a
synthetic twist in three different weights
(Select, Premium and Elite) and a wide
market orientated colour range.

Other coloured ranges include Carouso
and Focus, while Tempo Tonic is a
textured fine gauge loop pile in bright
colours. Passat, Sirocco and Mistral have a
more speckled look.

Stainsafe Super Wiltax will be extended
with the Pubs & Clubs collection. This
easy to clean wilton offers a range of
patterns from trendy stripes, small
geometric squares over tartans to
traditional panel designs. Bella Africa is a
new flatwoven collection in trendy
designs and with colours taken from the
heart of Africa. 

IVC will launch several Leolan ranges,
as well as the recently acquired Domo
designs. ‘One of the highlights will be
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the new Gripwood & Gripstone and
Wonderwood & Wondertile collections,’
says Ortwin Top, IVC marketing manager. 

‘This means lots of new designs:
fashionable wood imitations and trendy
ceramics. These ultimate wood and tile
collections bring new combinations of
different structures and fashionable
colours. For traditional as well as modern
interiors, it is a further step in bringing
real life designs closer to homes.’

As well as adding designs to its Domo
collections, there is Lounge, a new range
‘for modern living’.

Colour reference company Chromatone
will launch The Carbon Collection,
offering 64 shades in earth tones.

The environment and 100% natural
carpet yarns will take centre stage for the
British Wool Marketing Board as it
highlights Shades of Nature. 

‘We have already had enormous
interest in this collection of British breed
and blended yarns. But we are seeing an
extraordinary level of interest from the
international market, which has taken the
environmental agenda on with force
during the past 18 months,’ says Richard
Poole, BWMB European business
manager.  

The tufted carpet yarn collection
features nine breed type yarns and three
blended yarns, all undyed. There are
more than 60 pure sheep breeds and
many half and cross-bred sheep in the UK
and the natural variation in colour and
texture offers great natural scope to the
manufacturer.  

‘We know the eco trend is gaining
pace, particularly in the commercial
sector and the importance of developing
product to meet stringent buyer
specifications that demand the product
content and supply are verifiable and
transparent to eco scrutiny, is being
driven forward rapidly,’ he says.

Wools of New Zealand will hold its
annual wool floorcoverings awards at
Domotex. The Yarn Innovation
competition will exhibit high-quality yarn
styles, translated by the Ilkley team into
inspirational new carpet products for
both cut pile and loop pile constructions.
These diverse and fashionable yarn
ranges have been engineered by Wools
of New Zealand’s partner spinners from
Italy, Japan, New Zealand and the US.  

Orgo by Karim Rashid

Although not exhibiting at Domotex,
Parador is hosting its Paravision at-
home show (8-18 January) in
Coesfeld, two hours away from
Hanover. The emphasis will be on its
Luxury Flooring Concepts strategy
(Interiors Monthly, November).

The focus of the new product displays
is the Edition collection, which in the
upper segment adds to the Classic and
Trendtime assortments in the laminate,
engineered wood and solid wood
sector. 

For the laminate Edition 1, Parador
commissioned six internationally
acclaimed designers to develop laminate
floor decors. With two designs each and
having been given unlimited creative
scope, the international designers: Ben
van Berkel, Konstantin Grcic, Karim
Rashid, Ora Ito, Matteo Thun and Jean-
Marie Massaud helped to create the
Edition E1 laminate collection. Edition 2
features 11 in-house designs.

Designers take the floor

IVC’s Galerie
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British Wool’s Shades of Nature

Wools of New Zealand Edel Telenzo’s Rembrant

Carpet Innovation entries include a
wealth of international new ranges with
emphasis not only on colour and texture
but also incorporating an increasing trend
towards pattern. There are awards for
Best Carpet Collection 2009, with three
sub-category awards for Best Carpet
Colour Range, Best Tufted Carpet and
Best Woven Carpet.  

An eclectic group of products will be
on show in the Rug Design sector. The
new creative direction towards ‘natural’,
textured and sculpted products as well as
traditional and ethnic pattern trends
reflect the versatility and beauty of New
Zealand wool.

The 2010 Wools of New Zealand colour
palette and accompanying carpet
collection will be launched on the stand.

Highlights of Lano’s display will include
what the company claims is the first 5m
wide face-to-face woven wilton carpets,
Arabica and Ceylon. Featuring
contemporary patterns and a neutral
colourbank, the 100% polypropylene
ranges feature Lano’s 10-year stain-
resistant warranty.

It will also present Intimi concept

carpets, taking predictions for future
trends in colour, pattern and texture to
inspire and indicate how carpet may look
in the future. 

Lano will also unveil updates to its rug
collections. The stain-resistant Kamira
range has new colours while the Tivoli
range of contemporary rugs has a new
brown colourway.

Van de Wiele will show Supershaggy
carpets up to 70mm pile height. Jacquard
designs combining different pile yarns in
texture and yarn count result in Shaggy
carpet with a rich pile structure.

Tapestry carpet woven on a new
VTR33 in the Van de Wiele test
department will be on show. Tapestry
carpets combine jacquard ground effect
and face-to-face jacquard cut pile. New
qualities are also displayed from the
MAX91 for up to 16 pile colours, without
incorporated pile yarn. High/low effects
are obtained by combining cut pile
woven areas and flat weave areas where
the inner fillings are in chenille yarn.

Hand Look carpets are also woven in
16 pile colours, without incorporated
pile. 
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Buying groups

COMMON CAUSE
UNITED WE STAND
By pooling their purchasing power, independent 
retailers remain in control while boosting margins

rebates. ‘Many of these ranges are the
UK’s bestselling products in each
category, sourced from the UK’s leading
suppliers at the lowest commercial prices
in the marketplace,’ he says. ‘With the
group’s new rebate scheme putting
thousands of pounds into our 
members’ bank accounts, there has been
a marked increase in the percentage of
group products sold compared with 
non-group products.’

Kipping says the group is actively
recruiting members in most areas of the
UK. ‘Our rebate scheme gives us an

For many independent retailers,
membership of a buying group can bring
benefits that are vital to their success.

Not only do they benefit from
improved buying terms and access to
ranges they may not be able to buy
independently, buying groups offer many
other services.

Own label ranges, marketing
programmes, rebate schemes, business
and legal advice, credit card processing
and training are among the services
offered. An often forgotten aspect is the
opportunities to talk to other retailers
about issues, safe in the knowledge that
they are not competitors.

So what has been happening at the
main buying groups that are seeking new
members?

Metro
The past year has seen major
developments at Metro.

The group now has a members only
website that makes available all the
resources a member might need. All price
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lists include a mark-up calculator so that
custom retail price lists can be printed.
There are product sheets for own label
ranges showing specifications and
colours, plus group news, contacts and
current offers. A marketing catalogue
enables members to order leaflets,
brochures, displays and other POS.

Improved buying terms have been
secured and members benefit from the
group’s rebate scheme. 

David Kipping, Metro chief executive
says: ‘We have been careful not to dilute
our own label products by introducing
new suppliers who compete directly with
existing suppliers. We have obtained
better terms through our policy of
becoming more important to our core of
group suppliers, mostly those that have
supported the group for many years.’

More than 140 ranges qualify for
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the ultimate in independent

Buying Power

You have the option of Central Purchasing facilities giving access to a wider range of products at competitive prices

There are so many benefits associated with Membership of SMG The National 
Carpet & Flooring Group. Here are just a few to whet your appetite...

You enjoy the best prices, permanent discounts and rebate schemes that are available from the leading Manufacturers
and Suppliers within the Carpet, Flooring, Furniture and Bed Industries

Consumer Finance, Insurance and Training Arrangements

You have access to the unique SMG Business Support Helpline Service offering Free Legal, Accountancy & Personnel Advice

You receive regular newsletters, promotional material and an ongoing programme of promotional events

An exclusive online Retail Business System that provides electronic ordering and marketing information

Gain ‘New Business’ Opportunities including Insurance Replacement Introductions

You gain the peace of mind that the Group’s Negotiating Team have many years of Industry and Retail experience

You will be amongst 320 fellow retailers who share the desire to survive in an increasingly difficult and competitive market

Exclusive ‘Own Brand’ Collections of Carpets, Vinyls and Beds

Supporting the 
British Carpet & 
Flooring Industry

If you would like to know more about the most progressive retail support group in the UK Carpet and Flooring Industry
please contact SMG’s Director of Group Development, Tony Lavers on 0118 932 3832. Alternatively email info@smg-group.co.uk

Voted ‘Best Flooring Buying Group’
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Maximise your profits, protect
your independence By GLENN HARDING

Flooring One has a name and
reputation in the flooring industry
that is envied by many.  
A subsidiary of Associated
Independent Stores (AIS), the
largest voluntary non-food central
buying and marketing organisation
in the UK, Flooring One was
launched, together with its
promising strapline, 
“when it comes to flooring …
nobody does it better.”

Protecting independence
Together with maximising members'
profit potential, this is the fundamental
reason for Flooring One's existence, and
for its success.  

Flooring One enables independent stores 
and specialist flooring retailers to benefit 
from a much enhanced level of buying power,
professional marketing and administration
services and access to exclusive ranges.

Flooring One offers a compendium of
services from which its members can 
pick and choose according to their
individual needs.

Maximum buying power, 
maximum profit potential 
Flooring One's collective buying power
means that major carpet and flooring
manufacturers are keen to do business
with them, and on some of the best
terms available. Annual rebates have
been negotiated with suppliers and all
members are able to benefit from these.
Flooring One is much more than just a
buying group. Flooring One's experienced
in-house team sources exclusive products
and develops own label brands to display
alongside manufacturers’ brands,
precluding direct price comparison and
consequential profit reductions. 

Many independents have requested
assistance with range planning.
Flooring One's team can offer a core
collection, an 'instant' range plan, covering
a wide choice of styles, colours, fibres and,
of course, prices.  What's more, Flooring
One's merchandising team is constantly in
the field, ensuring that members' samples

have arrived on time, are properly
displayed and ticketed, and that on their
regular visits all is well in-store.  This is a
service that is highly valued by members.

Central Payment of Accounts offers major
benefits to members and suppliers alike. It
offers advantageous settlement discounts
for members.  One direct debit payment to
CENPAC settles all suppliers' invoices.
Suppliers are guaranteed regular payments
and administration is greatly reduced.

Start to grow your business 

The team at Flooring One

AIS’s impressive Exhibition Centre and HQ in Solihull

In-store merchandising

Advertising feature
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comprehensive, yet easy to understand,
intructions. Members are able to create
their own individual yet highly
professional advertisement campaigns. 

In-store merchandising is vital to the
success of any retail operation and the
range of units, displays and Point of Sale
material offered by Flooring One is quite
simply second-to-none.

A key area of marketing is the Flooring
One website, www.flooringone.co.uk.
This outlines the choice and options
available to consumers who visit a
Flooring One store, and of course, 
where their nearest Flooring One
specialist is located.

One of a kind?
A rare and extremely valuable service is
provided by the Group’s e-procurement
consultant. He visits members to assess
and advise on optimisation of their
service costs such as insurance, heating,
lighting, mobile 'phones, Internet
provision etc.. Members have saved over
£1.4 million so far, with individual savings

of £12,568 on waste collection and over
£6,000 on gas, telecoms and insurance. 
It couldn't be simpler to use - members
simply fax in their invoices and insurance
schedules including renewal dates and
copies of current contracts.

So it's a comprehensive range of
services on offer to Flooring One
members and all based on quality
If there is a valuable service not yet on
offer, a mention to the Flooring One 
team will certainly elicit a response and,
if practical, may result in another service
being added to those already offered.

And, no, I didn't forget what Flooring
One means to the consumer. Flooring
One members provide the best selection
of floorcoverings, for every lifestyle, at
competitive prices, backed by specialist,
in-store and fitting professionals - and that's
thanks to the quality of Flooring One's
members and their staff.

Now, did I mention the staff training
programme..?

Market information & statistics
Flooring One undertakes a national survey
on all aspects of fitting costs for flooring
and keeps members informed of market
trends and fluctuations.

Interchange between members is actively
encouraged. The Flooring One
Members.net is extremely active. One
recent on-line members' forum, achieved
over 100 'hits' in a matter of days. 

The Flooring Show, held at AIS's
prestigious headquarters and Exhibition
Centre, in Solihull, is a key annual event.
The Show offers members a valuable
opportunity to meet each other,
manufacturers, ancillary suppliers and, of
course, the entire Flooring One team.

Marketing support &
merchandising
From their early days Flooring One
identified this as one area where
independent retailers and small groups
were at a disadvantage. The creation and
placing of colour advertisements and 
the production of display material and
merchandising units, unique to their
individual character or the products they
sold was, quite simply, way beyond most
members' budgets. The solution was
developed over a number of years. Now
members are provided annually with a
Flooring One Marketing Manual.

This comprehensive package contains
everything from finished colour
advertisements for seasonal campaigns,
sales and product led promotions to a set
of CDs. The pack and supporting discs
contain advertisement formats, headlines
and photographs, together with

s now. Contact Glenn Harding on 0121 683 1427 
or email glenn.harding@flooringone.co.uk
www.flooringone.co.uk

FLOORING ONE is a trade mark of CCA Global Partners Inc and is under license.

When it comes to flooring...
nobody does it betterTM

Members’ Marketing Manual

The annual Flooring Show
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unparalleled advantage over the other
flooring buying groups. We feel that by
adding further strong independent
retailers, we can offer even greater
benefits to all our members.’

The group produces dedicated displays
for many ranges that are subsidised by
the group and its suppliers. It also offers
a catalogued range of non-specific
displays with Carpet 1st graphics. Metro
has an in-house marketing department
with full commercial printing facility,
which produces graphics and header
boards for displays and POS. Themed
poster and sale tickets are produced six
times a year. 

‘Our support even extends to visiting
members stores to give a report, and
help in maximising sales. Custom
advertisements for local press and radio
as well as Yellow Pages are also available,’
says Kipping.

The group expects to make major
online progress in 2009 with plans to
develop a consumer website to drive
business to members. ‘In addition to a
group website, we plan to create an
individual website for each member
which will replicate the group website
but give our members a customised

online store which they can promote
within their local area. The website will
have the customary postcode finder
facility but will only return the nearest
member.’

ACG
At Associated Carpet Group membership
and sales have increased this year.

‘We have gained more than 50
members in the past three years and the
group continued to grow significantly in
2008,’ says Richard Moore, ACG
membership executive. ‘This is testament
to the significant return on subscription,
which is delivered to the member clearly
and simply with a minimal amount of
fuss.

‘Total sales have increased this year
very positively, although in recent months
business has been more challenging due
to the downturn in the economy.

Certainly, the sales results are far better
than the media would have you believe.’

The group has 16 preferred suppliers
and continues to introduce more own
label products. ‘Total ranges equate to 43
ranges from various suppliers. We are not
obsessed with own label but we believe
a balance of own label and the value of
supplier brands are both important
factors to the mix.’

A new Smart Choice pattern book has
been introduced, along with improved
marketing packs and stand options with
revised pricing and more exclusivity.

Pricing has also been improved on
non-Smart Choice collections along with
subsidies for displays.

Moore says the group will create and
present new promotional activity that is
designed to increase footfall and deliver
incremental increased business to both
members and suppliers.

The group is exploring how to use the
Internet to advertise its members and
increase footfall.

Greendale
This year has seen Greendale’s alliance
with Flooring One with both groups
sourcing ranges and jointly marketing
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‘The sales results
are far better than
the media would
have you believe’
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"WE ARE SEEKING GOOD INDEPENDENT FLOORING RETAILERS IN YOUR AREA NOW"

Dedicated own label displaysProfessional retail promotions

email: info@carpet1st.co.uk

EARN MORE SELLING POPULAR PRODUCTS

Mike Barber - Barbers Flooring 

Stratford-on-Avon

Our exclusive rebate scheme substantially 

rewards members retailing many of the 

best-selling ranges in the UK - ranges 

you are probably selling already

“ I EARNED OVER £4000 

ADDITIONAL REBATE  IN THE 

LAST SIX MONTHS SELLING 

THE BEST PRODUCTS IN THE 

MARKETPLACE”

Metro Group. Metro House,  21 Chorley New Road, Bolton. BL1 4QR. Tel: (01204) 393539

The Metro Group is dedicated to helping independent 

flooring retailers make more profit, whilst retaining their 

independence. 

We won't tell you how to run your business, because that’s 

what you do best. 

We use our £60 million buying power to negotiate the 

sharpest prices on product, and a range of retail services

beneficial to you such as credit card handling. 

We reward our members with the industry's most generous 

rebate scheme for selling the most successful, best selling 

ranges in the UK - ranges you will already be selling.

Find out more about how Metro can add to your bottom 

line. We will treat your call with the strictest confidence.
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them from Greendale’s Hereford
warehouse. The combined buying and
marketing resources of the two groups
with almost 350 quality carpet outlets
has enabled the launch of two exclusive
ranges of British made twists at very
competitive prices.

According to Rob Harding, Greendale
Carpets chief executive, members have
fared better than most this year. 

‘Greendale members are mainly long
established businesses with regular
customers and high levels of loyalty.
During 2008 older, more affluent
consumers who have most of the wealth
in our country, have continued to
purchase flooring, mainly high quality
carpets from our members. This,
supported by our extensive own label
collections, is helping Greendale
members successfully compete in this
difficult trading environment and has
been reflected in our sales through
Hereford. Our new exclusive ranges have
started selling strongly and we expect this
trend to continue into 2009.’

Greendale has almost 150 carpet
ranges in its own label collection with
most stocked at Hereford. In 2008 more
than 30 ranges across all types and price
points were introduced or recoloured.
The group produces exclusive branded
collections of woven patterned saxonies
and naturals and has recently introduced
a collection of polypropylene twists
marketed under the group’s Stayclean
branding. 

Two exclusive British heavyweight wool
twists have recently been added as a
result of the Flooring One alliance. In
2009 more exclusive ranges will be added
so members have a wider range of
qualities and price points.

This year the group responded to
members’ requests and has given up
front rebate payments in the form of
price promotions on a large range of
products to ensure maximum
competitiveness.

AIS
AIS has launched the Whatfurniture.co.uk
website that allows consumers to search
the products on offer at the 319 stores of
its furniture members.

Consumers can search by product 
type, brand, style and retailer and 

choose from thousands of products.
Once consumers have found a

product, they are given details of the
nearest retailer, including a map, opening
hours and a link to the store’s website.

Flooring One
From its beginning Flooring One focused
on improving the marketing and
merchandising of its members.

Without a specialist design or
marketing department, independents had
to reply on their local newspapers to
prepare their advertisements which can
be a hit and miss affair, or bear the cost
of an outside agency to produce
attractive advertisements.

This has been solved by Flooring One’s
Marketing Manual, which contains
finished advertisements and supporting
images for seasonal campaigns. Members
can now also create examples of
advertisements with a simple page layout
programme on the Flooring One website.

The website is also used by members
to exchange views through the members’
forum section.

As well as its buying function, which
includes rebates on certain ranges,
Flooring One also offers planning services
and its team of merchandisers ensures
members’ displays look the best.

As part of AIS, Flooring One can offer
members access to the Cenpac payment
system. This allows them to make one
direct debit payment to settle all
suppliers’ invoices while benefiting from
settlement discounts.

The group organises an annual
exhibition at the AIS showroom in
Solihull.

SMG
According to Chris Moffat, SMG chief
executive, its members have prospered in
the past year. ‘The group certainly
appears to be bucking the trend at the
present time with many members

reporting very little downturn in sales.
‘SMG members have performed

extremely well over the past 12 months
with sales figures showing a marked
improvement over the previous year.’

Founded in 1968 by 12 independent
carpet and furniture retailers, the group
soon established itself across the south of
England under the name of Southern
Marketing Group. By the mid 1970s,
SMG had expanded nationwide and in
1979, it changed its name to SMG The
National Furnishing Group.

Initially, membership was mainly
complete house furnishers, but with the
property boom of the 1980s and the
demise of many independent furniture
specialists, there was a major change of
direction which led to SMG becoming
one of the strongest carpet and flooring
groups in the UK.

In 1989, the group moved to larger
premises which incorporates conference
facilities, an artwork and graphics studio,
showrooms, lecture theatre, meeting
rooms, warehouse and modern offices.

‘SMG has rigorously maintained and
defended its long-standing philosophy of
working closely with its approved
suppliers in the belief that a strong and
equally supportive partnership
automatically brings the best benefits and
rewards to the retail membership,’
explains Moffat.

Due to this philosophy, SMG split into
two separate divisions in the late 1990s,
which led to the creation of SMG The
National Carpet & Flooring Group. This
enabled the furniture and the flooring
divisions to promote their approved
suppliers autonomously and operate
independently within promotional
calendars more suited to each sector.  

Albeit a smaller sector in retail
numbers, the furniture and beds division
remains strong and offers an additional
product portfolio to carpet and flooring
members.

According to Moffat, the benefits of
being a member of a non-dictatorial
independent organisation such as SMG
are numerous. The obvious advantages
are the additional discounts, preferential
prices, rebates and promotional 
activity. These benefits are negotiated 
on the basis that they are permanent 
and not only offered by suppliers 

‘We intend to
continue to support

British
manufacturers to

the hilt’
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when the economic climate is difficult.
The SMG ‘Approved Supplier’ portfolio

is predominantly British and includes the
majority of the major brands within the
carpet and flooring industry. About 80%
of the group’s carpet suppliers are Carpet
Foundation manufacturing partners and
SMG has built a strong working
relationship with these companies.

The group’s central purchasing scheme
guarantees payment to all suppliers
within seven working days. The scheme
is operated on a ‘no mark-up’ basis and
enables carpet retailers to purchase
products, including beds and furniture, at
highly advantageous prices from suppliers
with whom they do not hold a direct
account. The price offered to members is
the same as the price negotiated by SMG.
Goods are shipped direct from the
manufacturers concerned using their
transport facilities, eliminating the huge
additional costs associated with separate
warehousing and double handling. 

Although most of the SMG product
portfolio is promoted under the
manufacturers’ main brand name, the
group offers members a selection of own
brand products under the County Crest
label. This is more of a disguising tactic
on particular popular ranges giving
retailers the opportunity to promote a
product in a different format and gain a
higher margin, says Moffat.  

‘We pride ourself on offering a
complete retail support package and
currently this includes consumer finance
packages, preferential credit card rates,
free information and advice from The
BSSA and The Flooring Guild, IT packages
and warranty and insurance referral
schemes. 

‘A group sponsored business support
helpline service offers free professional
advice on all legal, financial, managerial,
personnel and consumer matters. Some
retailers, who have experienced problems
with difficult employees and consumers,

claim that this service alone is worth
more than their annual SMG membership
fee,’ explains Moffat.

The strong business relationships
forged with approved suppliers over
many years have brought advantages to
the group’s 380 members, both in levels
of extra special purchasing power and in
creating trading opportunities not always
available to non-members. 

‘SMG does not intend to squander
these benefits and is constantly reviewing
the future operating potential within its
own head office executive and
managerial team. There are no plans to
change the proven marketing formula
and it is believed that this policy will
stand the group in good stead for many
years to come. Now in our 40th year, we
intend to continue to support British
manufacturers to the hilt, but a watchful
eye is constantly focused on the well
established and recognised offshore
threats and opportunities.’
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IMM COLOGNE
FOUR SQUARE
IMM Cologne’s Trendboard has
established key trends for 2009

Extra much
Sorry, but minimalism no longer works
and modest requirements are regrettably
a false virtue. In an extreme phase, it
simply has to be more, more of
everything and all the time, so we exploit
everything to the full. And this is far more
than we think.

We create artificial worlds and access
areas that have never seen mankind
before. Revolutionary technology
facilitates this. It has infiltrated our nature
like a virus. Bit by bit we are changing
habitual perspectives and ultimately our
entire lifestyle. Welcome to a new era.
Colours: A blue-grey base is this year’s
background colour, along with a broad
spectrum of May green, bright orange
and yellow. Apricot and cream, a variety
of blues ranging from lavender to cyan,

copper and gold complement the look.
Shapes: A uniform look is indiscernible
because of the vastly different approaches
adopted, ranging from conventional to
experimental, from technical to organic.
Some designs are down to the material
or manufacturing technique used.
Materials: New materials and
technologies dominate. Technical
synthetics, previously unused in furniture,
are making inroads. New perspectives are
opening up for familiar materials such as
aluminium and Plexiglas, due to
innovative processing techniques.

To the limit: The search for new and ground-

breaking materials, designs and structures drives

us. A design is only good if the creator has given

his all.

Juxtaposition: We follow two options

simultaneously but still arrive at the same result.

Our second life is a parallel universe, which looks

damnably like the first one.

Virus attacks (right): Our product world is 

open to attack. Each piece of furniture serves as 

a host for our design viruses thus setting an

irretrievable but incredibly inspiring

transformation process in motion.

Trash luxe: We are recyclers of industrial waste,

infiltrating it with plenty of feeling. The new

luxury is out there on the street, all you have to

do is collect it.
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Near and far
In nature we see a system, which appears
to follow a perfect design – a system of
unbelievable complexity, which only
works due to its focus on the essentials –
on self-maintenance. It is able to act
entirely self-sufficiently, nothing happens
needlessly, no movement is carelessly
undertaken, no form created unless a
need exists. 

The whole is what interests us and we
are aware that the whole represents the
sum of the detail, after all everything is
interrelated – near and far, micro- and
macro-structures. And this is exactly how
we aim to design – as accomplices of
nature – the grand system designer.

Colours: A warm grey sets the tone. 
Like a true companion, white with a hint
of beige puts in an appearance. Pink, 
green and blue provide colour
accentuation.
Shapes: Delicacy is the trump card. Light,
transparent structures appear more
frequently. Table and chair legs are
graceful. Seats and set-down surfaces are
narrow.
Materials: Natural materials such as
seagrass and bamboo are strongly
represented. Where synthetics are used,
they often feature conventional finishes
including woven or veneered. Often this
results, intentionally, in an incongruence
of materials and workmanship.

Teepee culture
We have broken free of the urban jungle.
Where shall we pitch our tent tonight?
Somewhere we like, with animals to
serenade us to sleep and where we can
wake up and experience the world
around us differently – a real world we
can touch and which exudes wellbeing.
Out here, everything makes sense
because nothing seems false or artificial.
Everything has its place and an internal
order. Every detail has a meaning. It’s aSelf-sufficiency: Our products need to be self-

sufficient, efficient and self-satisfying. This gives

them autonomy and character and consequently

makes them independent and incredibly desirable.

Ephemeral appearance: Everything we create is

transitory so why not base design on this

premise? Longevity is the potential to build

modifications into the design. Design becomes an

accessible system to be modified to suit our

needs.

High low: Simple materials meet high-tech

structures and vice versa. The thrill lies in

combining opposites. What counts in design is

efficiency – we weigh up expenditure and income.

Natural systems: Recycling was just the

beginning. Sustainability, on the other hand, is

another issue. How can nature help us with

design and production? The answer – we 

need to think systematically in everything 

we do.

From deco to eco: For a long time, surfaces 

have provided the playing fields for our

relationship with nature. That’s over now. We

need to get to the heart of things if we are to

improve the world.

Real experience: What counts is real life, one

with traces of functionality. We long for a new

texture, a world we can touch, with cracks and

scratches, edges and corners.
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Re-run time
Has everything been here before?
Unfortunately not. But it would be great
if everything were so perfect it would be
safe to believe it had been here before. 

Our credo is constancy instead of
change, self-evidence instead of
originality. Reality looks different, but we
can change it. Designers concern
themselves with the commonplace,
upgrading it to a level that does justice to
its importance. With polishing and
updating we can reuse an everyday
object. It’s so perfect we ungrudgingly
have to admit it has earned it.
Colours: The main colour is established

perfect world. Nothing disrupts, pure
self-certainty blows through everything.
Colours: Deep red with a tinge of orange
dominates. This base colour is partnered
by a palette of rich greens and browns,
with ochre, blue and pale cream accents.
Shapes: The dominant geometric design
is the circle, often combined with fauna-
based souvenirs. The look is defined by
lamps with protrusions like octopus
tentacles and tables with claw feet.
Materials: Paper plays a supporting role
in the true sense of the word. Shredded,
recycled and processed, it symbolises the
responsible use of resources in an almost
iconic way. Generally, discarded,recyclable
materials are increasingly used.

Comforting values: Opposites attract, creating

unimaginable experiences of form and space. We

feel good in this world. This creates a new

harmony of objects that pamper us emotionally.

Meaningful themes: We believe everything has a

meaning. There’s no such thing as a faceless chair,

bed or table but behind everyday objects lies the

designer’s burden of responsibility.

Saving the planet in style: We know we can

design sustainable products but we understand

sustainability primarily as a question of aesthetics.

A good design shouldn’t wear out aesthetically.

Pure form (right): We get closer to the truth

when we pare down to the essential, for

ultimately we need to think about the future.

Material? What remains is form.

Sublime: What is simple is not ordinary –  just

simple. It is to be celebrated, refined and

enhanced until its true value is recognised.

Memory: Memory is the main element in our

work. It is where our designs come from and

what gives them their distinctive identity, enabling

them to become an integral part of our lives.

beige. This is supplemented with red,
brown and alternative shades of beige.
Dark blue, green and silver ensure variety.
Shapes: Clear, traditional forms set the
tone; forms, seemingly self-evident for
decades. Modifications in proportion and
size are apparent only at second glance.
Materials: Reliability and recollection play
a decisive role in the use of materials, the
focus being on natural materials such as
leather, horsehair, silk, wax and wood. 
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HEIMTEXTIL
SURPRISING SOLUTION
The latest Heimtextil Trends Book 
reveals six key trends for 2009/10

Uncertainty is knocking on our door. The old-world methodologies reach their
limits in offering us the aspired level of comfort. So do we run and duck for
cover? Or do we reach for meaningful alternatives and set different standards
when it comes to design? True change can only start with the elementary basics,
so designers have to change direction to twist our fate and assemble a surprise
kit of novel tricks and experimental tools. Dream up a new and surreal tomorrow
by mixing everything that didn’t match. Science and design join forces, juggling
tradition as well as new technologies and battle through their test phase, to find
solutions in relevant design. Go beyond imagination: expect the unexpected.

Bewitched and bewildered by mythical
furry and feathery forest creatures, crafty
artisans copy real and imaginary flora and
fauna with stolen technologies for the
secret creation of a patiently eroding but
everlasting neo-natural ecosystem. The
mystical aspects of nature are re-explored

to mimic man-made animal skin, hair, fur
and feathers. Organic surfaces such as
moss and bark inspire natural textures
with eroded, weathered and frozen
qualities. Combined with vintage and
recycled fabrics in hybrids of nature, craft
and technology. 

Colours: Slightly faded and worn out in a
range of leafy greens and muddy brown,
with touches of worn saffron yellow and
a tempered turquoise in vintage, organic
and hybrid materials. Combined with
flora and fauna prints and mimicry for a
neo-natural mood.

Loose threads:

Floating yarns and

threads in hand-

crafted fabrics for

a modern rustic

and artisan

approach to

creation as well as

recycling. 

Witchcraft 

Illusionist 
High technologies for featherweight
padding, layering and folding create an
illusion of mass and bulk. Play hide and
seek behind delicately woven drapes and
move around freely in layers of breezy
millefeuilles and soft, structured folds for
a natural human beauty. A sculptured
volume: stretch, morph and bend a
natural human beauty into surreal
shapes. A mood that requires light, air
and flexibility. From padded furniture
resembling bodily extensions and open-
worked, transparent curtains and blinds
to layered and morphing materials for
soft furnishings, things are never quite
what they seem. 
Colours: Sensual powder tones are used
in floating transparencies or open-worked
textures. Milk and cream whites and skin
tones mix with ultra-light mint and cool
purple in delicate organza, tactile velvet
or paper touch materials for soft and
soapy dreams. 

Floating featherweight: Transparent organzas,

open-worked structures and textured materials in

floating yarns create ultra-lightweight, subtle

screens to hide behind. Organic, knitted shapes,

delicate filmy layers as well as paper touch and

crinkled, crushed materials are moulded and

folded into new dimensions.
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or launching new products. 
Belfield and CEVA Logistics started

working together in July delivering up to
100 orders a week to Belfield’s new
client’s customers. Once the sale has
been made, the CEVA Logistics call
centre contacts customers to arrange a
delivery day and Belfield makes the bed
to order.    

‘So there is no need for large
warehouses for stockholding and
everything we make is sold immediately
with this system,’ says Willis. He adds it
is obvious that the relationship is working
well. ‘I am not getting any complaints
from our client or their customers – and
that is an amazingly good sign!’   

Belfield is now approaching other retail
customers, including many it already
sells beds to, to offer home delivery as
part of its service. Its sister company
Westbridge Furniture Designs is also
looking at offering a home delivery
service to its retail customers.

The Belfield Group is one of Europe’s
largest and most successful upholstered
furniture, bedding, curtains and soft
furnishings suppliers and works with
some of the UK’s leading high street
retailers.

‘We are an ambitious company, dealing
with demanding customers in a highly
competitive environment. Working in
partnership with CEVA allows us to
strengthen our relationship with existing
customers and expand our business into
new markets,’ says Willis.
www.belfieldfurnishings.com
www.cevalogistics.co.uk
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range of logistics services from
worldwide supply chain solutions to
innovative bulk packaging systems.  

‘We called it in and were impressed
with the level of professionalism right
from the start,’ says Willis. ‘They had the
infrastructure in place – the depots, the
call centre, the vehicles and the IT
systems. I felt confident I could
guarantee our client the high level of
service they demanded for their
customers.’

Equally importantly, CEVA Logistics
was offering a competitive price. ‘We
work in a very tough market with a lot of
competition so we have to have partners
who understand how to give us the best
possible value for money,’ he says.

For Belfield, as for many other
companies, one of the keys to good
value is flexibility – paying only for the
services you use. The fact that CEVA
operates many of its home delivery
services on a shared user basis delivers
huge advantages for its customers.

Jon Evans, CEVA Logistics senior GM,
business development explains:
‘Customers do not have to commit to the
expense of their own dedicated
warehouses, call centre, vehicles and
staff. With the shared user structure,
customers get the benefits of the
professionalism and expertise of a large
logistics company without having to
guarantee large volumes.’

CEVA finds that this flexibility is
especially attractive to those companies
entering new markets – either 
expanding their geographical coverage

When a major soft furnishings retailer
decided to expand its business into
selling beds, it realised that building, or
even leasing, a large warehouse to stock
thousands of beds was not a cost-
effective option.

So, when potential bed suppliers
tendered for business, they were told
that their service needed to include
delivery to the home of the end
customer.

For David Willis, Belfield Furnishings
sales and marketing director (Retail Beds
Division), his experience of home delivery
services was somewhat mixed.

‘We were not set up for home
deliveries at Belfield at the time we were
talking with this new potential new
customer, but in a previous life, we did
offer this service using third party
contractors. The business did not fully
capitalise on the benefits of this as it was
difficult to find someone to cover the
whole of the UK. Contractors would form
alliances with other transport companies
– and the quality of service varied
enormously.

‘This system was not at all
sophisticated, there was no real visibility
of deliveries – and we could never
guarantee to meet the standards the
retailer demanded.’

There was no question that Belfield
would try to undertake the deliveries
itself. ‘We are in the business of
manufacturing beds, not logistics,’ Willis
says.

So he did some research – and found
the name CEVA Logistics kept cropping
up. ‘To be honest I had never heard of
them, although I did know its old name
of TNT Logistics. But everyone had good
things to say, and when you look at their
list of customers, you know they must be
doing something right.’

CEVA Logistics operates a range of
home delivery services for customers
including Tesco Direct and B&Q. The
company is a merger of the TNT
Logistics and international freight
forwarder EGL, and it offers the complete
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Enchanted 
The artist’s sketchbook of flash fantasies
has been torn up and stuck together
again. A playmania of bold and brash
colour explosions, free-painting a wacky
world with a sprinkle of anar-chic to
smooth over the crazy edges. A fantasy
world of plastic, bubble and pop comes
to life through a fascinating and playful
concoction of art, science and
technology, going far beyond the range
of normal human imagination. A comic
chaos where all the rules are cast aside
and bad taste no longer exists. 
Colours: Whitened brights are covered
with an artificial sheen. Light blue, fresh
salmon pink, luminous yellow and
luscious lilac splash around in free-paint
spatters or merge in rainbow blurs on
super-synthetics. Mixed with eccentric
graphics for a modernist upbeat flavour. 

Alchemist
Dissecting the structures of metals and minerals,
architects of alchemy recalculate the laws of nature.
Catching the light from every angle and curve for
sharp shimmers and sheens to add new dimensions
to an intriguingly sculptured surreality.

Continuously intrigued by the sharp edges and
seductive shimmer of metals and stones with extra
dimensions to new shapes. In every angle, facet and
curve, sculptural aspects rely on architectural
influences. Playing a mathematical game with optical
illusions builds a solid, but surreal construction. 
Colours: From cool light grey to deeper charcoal
into dark navy and black in metallic printing on
heavy, functional and rational fabrics like strong lace,
noble tweeds and felt. A severe and strict range in
polished, matte or shimmering metallic surfaces,
emphasises a rigorous and masculine mood.

Sensual structures: Strong lace and openwork structures go for full dramatic effect using the beauty of

sharp, laser cut technology and rhythmic, ornamental patterns.

Rigorous geometry: Repetition of

strict lines and cubist shapes creates

masculine and graphic patterns,

layering and alternating between

matt and shiny materials.

Time traveller 
Travelling through time opens up a rare
treasure chest where every second is
cherished for the creation of a cultural
heritage. From medieval mystique and
Art Deco to old majestics, the stage is set
for drama. Only the finest treasures are
kept and covered in patina or shiny new
coatings, embellished or embroidered, to
set the stage for our reclaimed cultural
heritage. Cherishing decorative art and
embracing detailing for ultimate luxury. 
Colours: Sumptuous and striking with
rich jewel-tones like emerald and peridot
green, dusky sapphire and magenta.
Royal blue and gold add depth and
luxury. Combined with sparkle in beaded
embroideries, sophisticated fabrics and
rare materials for historic glory. 

Fabric fantasia: Super-synthetics pay a surprise

visit in luminous varieties from metallic shines to

phosphorous effects and shiny plastics. 
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Multimismatch:

An extravagant

mix of cultures is

expressed in

colourful, extra

large weaving,

ethnic prints and

tribal patterns, in

new hybrids of

green technology

and traditional

handcraft. 

Colour burst: Fresh and fierce colour effects in a kaleidoscopic explosion of

sharp graphics, mad free painting and surreal shapes.

Fortune teller
The all-seeing eye tells of fortune and fame found in chaos
and eccentricity. In a world where all cultures collide and
yesterday spills into tomorrow, the vagabond, bohemian and
free spirit rule. Eco and ethnic folks break all the rules and
create a rainbow of new ethics and traditions. 

The bizarre and eccentric with a twist. For a bohemian and
free-spirited collage of recycled patterns and arty-crafty
techniques, mixing up folklore from all over the world. Trash
and tribal influences are digitally revamped and transferred
on to a manic canvas. Escape and chase the rainbow. 
Colours: Vibrant and pastel pink, stubborn red, deep purple
and burnt orange in an optimistic pattern and bold colour
clash. Mixed with multicolour weaving and green-tech
materials, traditional prints and embroideries, inspired by
ethnic and folk culture around the globe. 

Deco graphics:

Art Deco and

cravat-inspired

graphic patterns

in smooth silks are

given an added

sparkle in jewel-

like shades and

new structure in

refined open-

worked materials. 

Ornamental

opulence: Furs

and feathers are

combined with

rich, nature-

inspired prints and

woven patterns in

a rediscovered Art

Nouveau. Rich

and sophisticated,

heavy and vintage

fabrics add a

touch of drama. 
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Kits Available;
• Leather Upholstery

• Cabinet & Wooden Furniture

• Fabric Upholstery & Carpet

Re-branding & custom kits
Unique range of leather repair kits & products also available.

Care for your customers
even after the sale.

Furniture Clinic tel: 0191 482 6112
Units 29-31 Team Valley Business Centre fax: 0191 482 6113
Earlsway, Team Valley www.furnitureclinic.co.uk
Gateshead, NE11 0QH enquiries@furnitureclinic.co.uk

See us at
NEC Furniture show

Hall 4 stand E75

Special
Show Offer

ONLY£5EACH

Osmo’s PolyxOil Rapid,
complete treatment in
just one day

PolyxOil Rapid from Osmo UK is the premium, original hardwax-oil wood
finish that delivers rapid drying times – guaranteed to keep wooden flooring
and all internal joinery as beautiful as the day it was first installed.

● Professional natural looking superior finish for wood, cork and OSB floors
● Extremely quick drying time, can apply two coats in one day
● Available in Satin and Matt
● Strong and durable, as well as easy to spot repair
● Offers highest coverage of any oil on the market (2.5 litre can covers

approx 30m2 with two coats)

Osmo UK
Unit 24, Anglo Business Park, Smeaton Close,
Aylesbury, Bucks HP19 8UP.
Tel: 01296 481 220 Fax: 01296 424 090
www.osmouk.com info@osmouk.com

NICF  4c St. Mary’s Place

The Lace Market

Nottingham NG1 1PH

Tel: 0115 958 3077  

Fax: 0115 941 2238  

Email: info@nicfltd.org.uk

•  Enhance your company image
•  Free listing on the NICF website and broaden your 

opportunities for work
•  Free business support helpline with Croner Consulting
•  Technical advice line
•  Great discounts on FITA training courses
•  Discounts on quality workwear and tools
•  Keep up to date with industry news with Free subscriptions 

to Stocklists and the Contract Flooring Journal
•  Free newsletter 

The NICF covers all types of flooring including 
carpet, laminate, luxury vinyl tile, timber and sheet 
vinyl fitting, and are the driving force behind raising 
standards of floor covering installation. 

By supporting the NICF and becoming an active 
member you can have a voice in the future of your 
chosen industry along with all the other benefits you 
see listed below:

www.nicfltd.org.uk

Stand out from the crowd 
and have a say in the 
future of your industry

IT ISS NOTT EXPEN$IVEE ANYMORE

Thee LOWW COSTT I.T.. solutionn iss here 

Any size of store - 85 pence per day, per user*

Fully Integrated System

Multi-Branch & Warehouse 

Included

Financial Accounting 

Stock Control (Unit & Bulk)

Price Tickets & Price Point

Custom Management Reports

Website Integration

Postcode Lookup

Customer Service Suite 

Online Customer Order Tracking

AIS Members Catalogue Upload

Sales & Purchase Orders

Barcoding & Container Orders

Text Alerts for Customers 

Mail Merge with Targeting

Profit Margin Monitoring 

De-Branding Module

Delivery Scheduling 

Zero Setup costs 

Free 30 Day Trial & Demo

Free Training & Tutorials

Free Data Transfer of Stock 

Free Customer Migration

Free Customised Printing

Free Tech Support for life 

Free Order Tracking Website

For more information
call or email:

08712 20 64 64 
info@retailsystem.com* minimum 4 users. * Postcode lookup is an optional extra and incurs a charge

*
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Final polish

Green winner
London furniture retailer Chest
of Drawers has been hailed as
Environmental Business of the
Year at the London 2008
Environment Awards.

All the store’s products
carry labels explaining the
environmental impact of their
production and shipping. 

Owners Kim Corbett and
Mark Higham developed the
scheme three years ago.

Going clubbing
For the many golf lovers
among you, the FTBA has set
the dates for next year’s
regional golf tournaments.

The series tees off on 6 May
at Faversham Golf Club,
followed by Kidderminster
Golf Club on 12-23 May. This
is followed by the Sand Moor
Golf Club on 17 June. On 19
June, Bury St Edmunds Golf
Club takes centre stage as
industry hopefuls battle it out
for a place in the national
championships. From there
it’s on to Launceston Golf
Club on 24 June. Catterick
Golf Course hosts the next
instalment on 12 August;
followed by Fairhaven Golf
Club on 2 September; and on
to Olten Golf Club two days
later on 4 September.

The grand final is at The
Belfry on 17 September,
where the winner of the
national event will be

But, the closure will not end
the family’s connection with
carpet retailing. Stephen plans
to carry on in the industry
while his brothers James and
Ian both have stores in the
area, as does his son David.
Another son Paul is, you
guessed it, a carpet fitter. 

Bargain hunters 
It may not have been the start
of the Harrods sale, but it
serves as an indicator of our
times. The opening of the
British Heart Foundation’s
latest furniture and electrical
store in York – the charity’s
51st – saw shoppers queueing
outside for an hour before it
opened.

‘It’s been fantastic – we had
a queue all the way down the
street,’ says Barry Greenstreet,
area manager. ‘This morning
has been choc-a-block. We
always expect to have a good
queue, but this was the full
length of the street.’

Flood rescue
If we had a good deed award,
it would go to David Hick,
owner of Morpeth furniture
restoration company Town &
Country. Hick expects a surge
in custom in the next few
months as flood victims try to
save their valuable furniture.

But, he feels bad about
making money from the
situation so he has calculated

the anticipated profit margin
from the extra work and given
an equivalent amount to the
Morpeth Flood Victims
Appeal.

‘While I am pleased to help
these people and accept their
gratitude for recovering their
treasured possessions, the last
thing I want to do is profit
from their misfortune,’ he
says.

Kidderminster heroes
Fresh from the news of the
carpet museum (Interiors
Monthly, November),
Kidderminster has further
recognised its flooring
heritage. A plaque has been
erected celebrating the
innovations of John Pearsall
and John Broom.

‘Here from c1749, John
Pearsall and John Broom
based their partnership.
Pearsall is regarded as the
founder of the industry in
1735 when he wove the first
“Kidderminster Carpet”,’ reads
the plaque.

‘Named after the town, the
carpet was a flat reversible
weave with a pattern on both
sides, last woven in the town
in 1932.

‘The story goes that Broom
brought the secrets of
“Brussels” weaving to the
town, and the first pile carpet
was woven by Pearsall and
Broom on Mount Skipet.’

announced at the annual
championship dinner.

Floating carpet
Where generations of Barrow
shoppers once went to see
carpets, they will soon see
boats instead. Stephen Ward
Carpets’ store is to be
demolished to make way for
the Waterfront Masterplan
development of 650 homes, a
hotel, restaurants, shops and a
marina.

The business was started by
Lesley Ward shortly after the
Second World War and has
been run buy his son Stephen
and his wife Sheila for more
than 40 years. ‘There have
been a lot of people who
have been very kind, coming
in and saying it is very sad
that we are going after all
those years,’ says Sheila.

Get in the swing with the FTBA

February 2009

Anglo French
cooperation

at its best
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Step into our world….

... and discover our latest innovations and 2009
collection at Domotex.

Hall  7  - Booth C28

Style. Quality. Simplicity.
tel: 01536 200502
www.underlay.com

A Vita Group Company
Ball & Young Ltd
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Villa & Hut
Green value

Peter Davey
Natural success

Seasons greetings from Sealy
The biggest bed brand in the world
www.sealy.co.uk

Relaxsan mattresses sell steadily, again

and again. That's because shrewd customers

know a good thing and will always return to the

quality and orthopedic comfort they trust. It's a

loyalty built up over many years and many sales - not

something that can be imitated by our competitors.

We introduced the process of vacuum-packing a quality

mattress in a roll to UK consumers back in 1998. Since then other

companies have tried to imitate us. But when you unroll one of our

mattresses, you are left with an original Relaxsan mattress. That's not

something you can say about anyone else's poor

imitation.

Mattress we sold in 1998 are still going

strong under their original warranties.

In times like these it’s comforting for our

loyal customers to know Relaxsan

mattresses really do last longer. www.relaxsan.com

Tel +44 (0) 208 209 0108 • Fax +44 (0) 208 209 0100 • Email sales@relaxsan.com

Lasts longer than an ordinary mattress
Distributed exclusively in the United Kingdom by 
General Traders Ltd, 69 Woodstock Road, London NW11 8QH

Made in Italy 

1998 - 2008

Relaxsan Original
After ten years of successful

sales the best firm mattress in

the world is still standing firm

The original is
still the best
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